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Acri de coeur 

from the Pope 

N our time more than ever before, the 
greatest asset of those disposed toward 
evil is the cowardice and weakness of 
good men, and all the vigour of Satan's 
reign is due to the easy-going weakness 
of Catholics. Oh! if I might ask the Divine 

---�· Redeemer, as the Prophet Zachary did in 
spirit (Zach. 13:6a): "What are those wounds in the 
midst of Thy hands?" The answer would not be in 
doubt: " ... With these I was wounded in the house of 
them that loved me" (Zach. 13:6b ). I was wounded by 
my friends, who did nothing to defend me, and who, 
on every occasion, made themselves the accomplices of 
my adversaries. And this reproach can be levelled at the 
weak and timid Catholic of all countries� 

- Pope St Pius X. on the occasion of the beatification of 
Joan of Arc, December 13, l 908. 



To the Missionaries of the Sacred Heart 

I am pleased to send you warm greetings on the happy occasion of the One 

Hundred and Fiftieth Anniversary of the Foundation of your Institution. In fact, it was 

on 8 December 1854, the very day that my predecessor Blessed Pius IX proclaimed 

the Dogma of the Immaculate Conception of the Blessed Virgin Mary, that your 

Society of Consecrated Life was born. 

Your Founder, Father Jules Chevalier, rightly regarded the establishment of the 

Missionaries of the Sacred Heart as the fruit of the intercession of Mary. With great 

devotion to the Mother of God he had recourse to her in all the difficulties he faced, 

honouring her with the title "Our Lady of the Sacred Heart of Jesus". As Jesus' 

mother, Mary knows his heart, she intercedes with him on our behalf and leads us to 

him, teaching us to live as she did, in the love of her Son, in the service of God's 

word, with solicitous concern for others. 

Father Chevalier saw the Sacred Heart of Jesus as the meeting place between 

God and mankind. Indeed, it is from Jesus' heart that God's love is lavished upon men 

and women; it is in Jesus' heart that humanity is reconciled to God. Jesus invites us to 

a "spirituality of the heart" in imitation of his own surrender, obedience, courage, 

fidelity and love. It is my fervent hope that you, dear Brothers, will continue to draw 

inspiration and strength from this spirituality and from your Founder's charism as you 

fulfil your vocation in the Church and in the world. "You have not only a glorious 

history to remember and to recount, but also a great history still to be accomplished! 

Look to the future, where the Spirit is sending you in order to do even greater things" 

(Vita Consecrata, 110). May your Jubilee be an occasion of great joy and 

thanksgiving, and also an opportunity for deepening your commitment as Missionaries 

of the Sacred Heart of Jesus, to the glory of God and for the welfare of the entire 

human family. 

Assuring you of my affection in the Lord, and commending you always 

to the maternal protection of Mary Immaculate, I cordially impart my 

Apostolic Blessing as a pledge of grace and peace in our Saviour, Jesus Christ. 

From Castel Gandolfo, 1 September 2004 
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EDITORIAL 

Cm-fronting the Spiritual Vacuum in a Secularized "ff/est 

IVIILIT! N� ISLAM: A WAKE-UP CALL FOR 

CATHOLICS AND THE WEST 

\"ER pa..q Keeks, cwo .-G� u.nprettdemed signs 
'of hope involving 

,:-, � :nilitam Islam and the 
2;:;:' V.est. and rwo events 

� . that gi,·e cause for 
.s;;;a.-----=""'_,_, concern, have gone 
� a::aoored. They barely created 
a blip OD me �lli of the well-oiled 
mediz uahioe, that are mincing money 
from me «hil� updates chey provide 
on terro.�, z:rrocicies, suicide bomb
in.;s. lid:u:ypin2 and general mayhem 
for � of newspapers, and for TV 
� zromxf the world. 

The 5r;t �= of ho-pe was a Security 
Conncil re;;olucion that supported the 
fuU i:orlepeodence. so,·ereigrny and terri
torial intepiry of Lebanon, and called 
on -� w "'nhdraw all ics armed forces 
from Lehanon. CS Ambassador to the 
lJ-:X John C Danforth explained: 'We 
ha:Ye c:alled oa the Security Council to 
... soppon the Lebanese people in thei.r 
2biliry ro l.ll2ke their own national deci
s:ioos. free 21 long last from outside coer
cion and dictate·. 1 The long-suffering 
people of Lebanon, Christians and 
llnsl.i.in5 alike.. and Lebanon-watchers 
£euerally. ha\"e been waiting almost 30 
years to see the yrian lion called to heel. 
It remain; to be seen whether the young 
lion - Basha.r al-Assad - proves more 
compliant than his late tricky father, 
Hafiz al-Assad. 

The second sign of hope was given by 
the lJ Stace Department that designated 

audi Arabia as a ·country of particular 
concern under the lntemational Religious 
Freedom A.a for particularly severe viola
tions of religious freedom'. The State 
Department report identified the victims 
of Saudi oppression as Ba.ha'is, Christians, 
Jews, Mandaeans and Sufi Muslims.2 It 
remains to be seen whether this isolated 
flash of reality-politics will usher in a new 
era of realism in US relations with the 

By PAUL STENHOUSE MSC PHD 

corrupt Saudi regime whose Wahhabism 
has spawned much of the terror and 
hatred of the West that has plagued the 
world not just since September 11, 2001 
but since the 18th century. 

The first cause for concern involved 
calls by Spanish Muslims for Cordova 
Cathedral to be 'returned' to them as a 
Mosque. Father Samir Khalil, a Professor 
at St Joseph's University in Beirut and 
the Pontifical Institute for Oriental 
Studies in Rome commented that the 
support given to this call by certain 
Spanish government members showed 
'how much Europe had lost its iden
tity'. He went on, 'many Spanish Muslims 
have the idea of re-conquering Europe: 
None of the Spanish Muslims seemed 
aware that before Cordova Cathedral 
was turned into a Mosque in 750 AD by 
Yusuf bin Abd al-Rahman al-Fihri, it had 
been the Church of San Vicente. Spanish 
Catholics, unlike their English counter
parts, managed to regain possession of 
confiscated Churches. Politically correct 

'IF there is one thing 
morally certain, it is that 
the world will quarrel 
much more without 

theology than it ever did 
with theology.' 
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bluster should be met by them with cold 
facts, not crass acquiescence in historical 
gobbledegook. 

The second cause for concern was an 
article3 by John Christopher Hughes 
Davies who writes under the name of 
Christie Davies. The article begins by 
suggesting that there is no need to fear 
a violent conflict in Britain between 
Islamists and the non-Islamic popula
tion. Most Muslims living here, writes 
Davies, are just as concerned as their 
nominally Christian neighbours about 
health, education, employment. their chil
dren, home ownership, superannuation 
and retirement in comfort. They are not 
going to put tl1ese at risk, nor do they 
feel any great animosity towards their 
Christian neighbours with whom they 
must deal on a day-to-day basis. 

That doesn't mean, however, that 
Muslims may not take over the country. 
But if they do it will be by default: by 
peaceful, even democratic, means: made 
possible by the much vaunted liberalism 
of the West which neither expects nor 
permits any of us to take pride in our 
particular national or religious identity. It 
will be the spontaneous consequence of 
uncontrolled immigration, demographic 
collapse and cultural and religious 
decline. Islam will fill the vacuum left by 
the wholesale repudiation of Christian 
values and u·adition and the systematic 
uprooting of Catholicism from the hearts 
of children in our schools and students 
at university, and especially through the 
media. 

'The Muslim takeover of Britain 
will happen slowly, and by stealth. 
In the future anyone who dares co 
oppose it will be prosecuted before 
and condemned by Britain's politicised 
judiciary, probably without benefit of 
trial by jury, ostensibly for stirring up 
religious hatred. Britain's New Labour 
rulers undervalue and condemn the 
moderate solidarity of the indigenous 
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people, yet fail to condemn the obses
sive group-mindedness of the Muslims, 
B,itain's l eft-wing elite have undermined 
the British family, caused the birthrate 
to collapse, subsidized illegitimacy and 
deprived fathers of rights in the name of 
feminism, yet they say nothing about the 
tyranny of the Muslim extended family 
and its willingness to treat women as 
objects to be bartered and battered 
and as machines to produce sons. They 
cannot see that secularisation has Jed ro 
the collapse of Britain's moral order, nor 
that Muslim zeal is contrary to the core 
values of their society. 

Folie a Millions 

The four pieces of the militant Islamic 
jigsaw listed above should be viewed in 

the context of Eric Fromm's contention 
that the history of man is a graveyard of 
great cultures chat came co catastrophic 
ends because of their incapacity for 
planned, rational, voluntary reaction to 
challenge.4 

Anyone so ignorant or imprudent as 
to ignore or be indifferent to this fact, 
must surely have been roused from 
torpor by evencs of the past few years. 

Acts of terror in the name of Allah, 
designed to kill and maim primary 
victims and co shock and horrify 
and paralyse the secondary victims -
the bystanders - have been met by 
unplanned, often irrational and more 
often than not involuntary, reactions. 

TV and the media generally, especially 
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the internet, have given new meaning 
to the words 'bystander: and 'onlooker'. 
Not always unwittingly, the media have 
become Terrorism's fifth column as they 
carry its grisly message, and extend its 
scope world-wide until no comer of the 
planet is immune to it. 

Fromm may not have been the first, 
but he undoubtedly was one of the most 
articulate psychoanalysts to point out that 
just as there is Jolie a deux - delusions 
shared by more than one persons - there 
is also insanity ef millions. Call it what 
you like -Jolie a Jami/le or mass hysteria 
- it is real, and its power is fearsome. 
The sheer magnitude of the insanfry can 
blind one to the fact that consensus in 
error [even by millions) does not transfonn 
error into truth. 

Like individuals, societies are not 
immune to pathological conditions 
such as paranoid thinking, fanaticism 
and automaton-like thinking. Somehow 
or another we have to penetrate and 
dispel the mjscs of rationalization, polit
ical correctness, self-delusion and xeno
phobia that mask truth and destroy 
freedom. No society is totally free from 
pathological thinking. 

Paralysis, Indifference and 
Incautious Writing 

The past three years have seen more 
widespread interest in the history, teach
ings, political theories and personalities 
of lslam than in the three hundred years 
that preceded September 11, 2001. 

Catholic response to the revival of 
militant Islam ranges from reasoned and 
well-informed argument to supine indul
gence motivated sometimes by ignorance, 
and sometimes by a seeming desire for 
peace with Militant Islam at any price. 

For reasons that I have no time to go 
into here, dialogue with Islam - in any 
win-win sense - has always proved to be 
difficult if not impossible. 

But if we can't yet dialogue mean
ingfully, prudence requires that policy 
makers and those entrusted with the 
welfare of our societies listen to what 
others who do not share their values, 
are saying; and that they read what is 
being written or otherwise disseminated 
through the media. 

Islamic extremists are reading what 
we write, listening to what we say, and 
learning about us from what we do and 
especially from how we react. Not to act 
as they do is foolishness. 

s 
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Fourth Generation Warfare? 

Al-Qa'ida runs a bi-weekly imernec 
magazine called Al-Anrar:fw tM muggk 
against the crusader u:ar. Abu Cbeid al
Qurashi, one of Usama bin Laden's 
closest aides wrici.ng in ic., described 
the September 11 bombings by bin 
Laden as 'asymmetric warfare· using 
terminolo�- de�eloped b�- Ly military 
expens• d�crihing "-bat the�· called 
Fuurth Genaation Wa,ja,?. lhis is how al
Qurashi summed up their thought: 

·Fomth :c�n warfare. the 
expen; 5rid. � ;a oe,o ·  � of war in 
""-hich fi�� will be mostly scar
rend 1lae hadr will DO( be limited to 
de:Y.ICJ:'Bic m:im::u:, czq;as and regular 
fames. bi& •-ill wdude chi! societies 
md d ;eel ID� popular support 
for ti:ic � .,.ithin the enemies' 
� /,. D!R' man. tk experts stated in 
thr:ir o::ne. � neu=s r,;i// become a 
� ,-ofal �onnl weapon than 
--� ·tour italics). 
1he C3 � experts who authored 

thi.o anide ould be mortified to learn 
that their chougim published in their 
_}faria,e urps Ca:::ou may have inspired 
ihe zII2d. oo America's heartland where 
.Americ.m, bdie¥ed they were untouch
able. 

Man the Unknown 

Aleru Carrel (1873-1944] would be 
swpri..--ed co learn of his influence on 
the majo,- comemporary radical Islamic 
groups who. for c.he most part, derive 
their ifu-pi.rarioo from the teachings of 
aid Qut.b in Egypt and al-Mawdudi in 

Pilisan. 
According w Qutb, a leading figure 

in the Yu.ilim Brothers, condemned to 
de.uh for hi; inrnlvemem in a plot to 
assas�ce former Egyptian President 
X1s...<er.. all polytheists , hypocrites, Jews, 
Chri..'-iian;.. ;;ecular rulers, commu
nist _cues and capitalist systems, have 
conspired co undermine Islam and are to 
beres:isred. 

A major influence in  Qutb's thought 
was an Arabic translation of L'homme, cet 

inamnu a book published in French in 
1935 by AJex.i Carrel - he developed 
the Carrel uture for stitching blood 
vessels and received the robe! Prize 
for Physiology or Medicine in 1912. 
The problem is c.hat Carrel also wrote a 
damning indictment of western society 
and suggested that the laws of natural 
selection, brutally suspended in favour of 

Religious and Cultural Cringe 
'T1HE story of Western apologisLs for Islam b e  it militant Islam or otherwise, is familiar. 
.L Since the French revolutionary and Napoleonic wars, so many British intellectuals have 

tended to espouse the cause of their country's enemies. They do so, it seems, because of 
their dissatisfaction with what they see as their counn-ymen's unromantic and materialistic 
existence. and sometimes because of dissatisfaction with their status in their own country. 
Napoleon bad the support of Fox, Hazlitt, Leigh Hunt and Byron, each of whom had 
grievances. Fox was angry that his beloved father, a supporter of the king, had oot received 
a peerage. 

Stalin had many a poet and journalist to champion him here. When Khrushchev 
discredited Stalin, they transferred their allegiance to Mao, Castro, Guevara or successive 
African dictators. For we must always remember the Western radical intellectual's wish to 
identify with the world's rising and most frightening power. Coleridge spoke of Napoleon's 
British admirers possessing a 'prostration of the soul'. 

But British Napoleonists differed from British Stalinists, and were similar to today's 
Muslimists in one respect. They did not want the foreign power to rule Britain. Byron 
said that Napoleon was his hero 'on the Continent; I don't want him here'. Those feminist 
columnists and academics - proclaiming Islam's great past - do not want to have t0 go 
veiled in their native Camden Town or Islington. 'I11eir game is to use Islam to demoralise 
Western bourgeois life. 

Between the world wars, one of the most vocal champions of Islam and the Arabs, and 
a hostile critic of Britain's treatment of both, was the Arabist Harry St John Philby. He died 
in the arms of his exceptionally devoted son, Kim. Perhaps - no longer able to spy for the 
Soviet Union - Kim Philby would t◊day seek to undenn.ine despised bourgeois Britain, and 
our hated friend the United States, by proclaiming Islam's virtues. 

- Frank Johnson, 'Why Western Intellectuals Champion their Country's most Powerful Enemies: 
7ne Spectator, September 18, 2004. 

uniformity and standardisation, should 
be rescored to their vital role: two tech
niques, he said, are indispensible for 
the perpetuation of the strong: eugenics 
and euthanasia: Eugenics is necessary 
because 'a great race must propagate its 
best elements. Euthanasia ensures that 
the gradual disappearance of creatures 
who infect the body politic with terminal 
diseases'. Among comments made by this 
well-meaning but injudicious thinker, is 
the following ominous prophecy that is 
still finding ears all too ready to seek its 
fulfilment: 

'It is a well-established fact that 
discipline gives great strength to men. 
An ascetic and mystic minority would 
rapidly acquire an irrisistable power 
over the dissolute and degraded 
majority. Such a minority would b e  
i n  a position ro impose, by persuasion 
or perhaps by force, other ways of life 
upon the majority'.6 

Not surprisingly, both Qutb and al
Mawdudi put Jihad at the forefront of 
Islamic obligations, and drew hope and 
fuel for their anti-Christian and anti
Western zealotry from the writings of a 
man for whom - despite his pessimistic 
musings - nothing was further from his 
mind than the destruction of Christian 
civilization and culture. 

In the words of the Ayatollah 
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Khomeini, Jihad 'means the conquest 
of all non-Muslim territories. It will be 
incumbent on every able-bodied adult 
man to volunteer for this war of conquest 
whose final goal is the domination of 
Qur'anic Law from one end of the earth 
to the other'. 

The conspiracy of silence in the mass
media when fundamentalist Islamic 
violations of the rights of Muslims and 
non-Muslim minorities is concerned, 
has done much to convince the likes of 
Usama bin Laden that their cause is just 
and that many in the West approve of it. 

The Problem 

That non-Muslims have a problem 
with Militant Islam is clear from events 
that range from before the death of 
Muhammad in 632 AD to the time of 
writing. Scholars may argue about the 
extent to which violence is inculcated 
in the Qur'an and the Hadiths, but the 
incontestable fact is that from the very 
beginning, Islam's expansion which 
occurred by force of arms, was justified 
by verses from the prophet's writings. 
The Qur'an continues to be used in this 
fashion with no significant protest from 
the majority of Muslims. 

Al-Qa'ida spokesman Suleiman Abu 
Gheith posted a three-part article 'In the 
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Shadow of the Lances' on the website 
of the Centre for Islamic Research and 
Studies.7 Among other things, Abu 
Gheith states that the whole earth must 
be subjected to Islam, and that al
Qa'ida has the right to kill four million 
Americans: 

'How can [a Muslim) possibly 
accept humiliation and inferiority when 
he knows that his nation [Islam) was 
created to stand at the centre of lead
ership, at the centre of hegemony and 
rule ... how can he possibly ( accept 
humiliation and sacrifice] when he 
knows that the (divine) rule is that the 
entire earth must be subject to the reli
gion of Allah - not to the East, not to 
the West - to no ideology and to no 
path save the Path of Allah . ... 

'We have the right to k.ill four 
million Americans - two million of 
them children - and 10 exile twice 
as many and to wound and cripple 
hundreds of thousands. Furthermore 
it is our right to fight them with chem
ical and biological weapons, so as to 

afAict them with the fatal maladies that 
have afflicted the Muslims because of 
the Americans' chemical and biological 
weapons. America today knows only 
the language of force? 
Few can be unaware of the chaos 

that has descended upon post-Saddam 
Hussein Iraq since the invasion by the 
US and her allies last year. This is not 
the place, nor do we have time, for me 
to outline arguments against the West's 
involvement in Iraq. At least 1,000 US 
soldiers have already died, and esti
mates of civilian deaths among Iraqis 
hover around 30,000. The fact that no 
official figures a.re released for the Iraqi 
losses confirm in the minds of Muslims 
the West's indifference to their sufferings 
and add fuel to the fire of the extremists. 

At a meeting in Queensborough 
Community College in New York in 
March 2003 a guest speaker for the 
Muslim Student Association (MSA] by 
name Fahid declared, 'We reject the 
U.N., reject America, reject all law and 
order. Don't lobby Congress or protest 
because we don't recognize Congress. 
The only relationship you should have 
with America is to topple it ... eventu
ally there will be a Muslim in the White 
House dictating the laws of Sharia.h:8 

The MSA promotes itself as a non
political religious organisation devoted to 

celebrating Islam and providing students 
with a healthy venue for developing their 
faith. 
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Stephen Schwartz, Executive Director 
of the Centre for Islamic Piurealism 
stated in his June 2003 testimony before 
the US Senate's Committee on Terrorism 
and Homeland Security, 

'Shia and other non-Wahhabi 
Muslim community leaders estimate 
that 800/o of American mosques our of 
a total ranging between an official esti 
mate of 1,200 and an unofficial figure 
of between 4-6,000 are under Wahhabi 
control - which means control of prop
erty, buildings, appoinunent of imams, 
training of imams, content of preaching, 
including faxing of Friday sermons from 
Riyad, Saudi Arabia, and of literature 
distributed in mosques and bookshops, 
notices on Bulletin Boards and organisa
tional and charitable solicitation.09 

Demanding that Universities become 
more 'Muslim friendly' the Muslim 

Thanks 
to all our advertisers for their generous 
support. Special thanks to Alan David, 

Digital Graphic Communication, to 

Brian and Garrie Boyd of Paynter Dixon 
Constmctions Pl!J Lui, and to John 

David, of The Davids Group. 
- Editor. Annals Australasia. 
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Student Association's newly established 
National Religious Accommodation Task 
Force [RATF] directs local MSA chapters 
to insist that universities provide separate 
housing and meals for Muslims.10 

Some obstacles in the way 
of understanding Militant 

Islam 

1. The fact that history is scarcely taught 
in our schools. Reading of history is 
essential for understanding Islamic 
thought. In the few schools where 
hiscory is taught, more often than not 
it is biased. The distorted 'hiscory' of 
the early Church, the Crusades, the 
Spanish Inquisition, the expulsion of 
the Moors from Spain, that has been 
\\Titten by non-Catholics and secu
larises aimed at destroying the credi
bility of Catholicism, is now used by 
)Iuslims co support their view of the 

pa.."L 
2. Western double-chink: Syria's Hafiz 

al-Assad was an 'ally' supporting the 
Wesc in its arcacks on the 'monster' 
Saddam Hussein during Bush Snr's 
First Gulf War. Mose Muslims knew 
that Assad was as bad or worse that 
Hussein and were appalled by what 
they regarded as the hypocrisy of the 
West. 

3 .  The Islamic belief that 'history' 
commences with the revelation of the 
Qur'an and that all before was the 
jahaliyya or 'Darkness' is reinforced 
by the anti-Catholic teaching that the 
Period before the Reformation was 
the 'Dark Ages; and that no useful 
thought occurred between Plotinus 
and Francis Bacon. 

4. The belief of some Western Power 
Brokers (who refuse to admit the 
possibility of modern, and demo
cratic Islamic thought, in some way 
in harmony with its culture], that 
the only way to control the Militant 
Arabo-Muslim threat is to support 
regimes that keep them ignorant and 
powerless. 

5 .  The support of the Gulf States, espe 
cially Saudi Arabia, for Islamic 
Extremist Movements, and the 
diverting of funds via Petrodollars 
to control the press and the Arab 
media, and a significant part of the 
Islamic as well as Western 'intelli
gentia' - all have tended to obscure 
the efforts of Islamic reformers trying 
to 'modernise' Islam. 

y 
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6. The impossibilirv of finding among 
Muslims themselves unanimity 
regarding authority to speak on their 
behalf. If as Ali Abdel R.azzak claimed 
[1994] the Caliphate [never a univer
sally accepted authority in Islam] is 
not necessary for the government 
of Islamic societies, then what is the 
alternative? Who will speak for the 
Muslims on religio-political matters? 

7. The fact that when Muslims who are 
used to living under Islamic regimes 
come to the West, they find a pluralist 
and secular society where religion 
is separate from the state. Unless 
they are well-informed about the 
nature of western-democracies they 
will fall back on their own, inward 
looking, politico-religious society, 

· and not enter fully or at all into the 
civil and secular nature of authority 
and law in their new home out of 
fear of commiting the sin of sl1irk by 
agreeing that anyone other than God 
has power and authority. With disas
trous consequences for them and for 
their adopted country. 

8. The West's continuing refusal to 
admit that the Saudis play a key role 
in spreading Islamic fundamentalism 
by the Wabhabite-Saudi support for 
al-Qaida and Usama bin Laden; by 
their support for che Hanbalism of 
excremisr theological centres, as well 
as for the brainwashing of Muslims 
who live on the periphery of Arabia 
[Nigerians, Sudanese, Malaysians, 
Indonesians etc] and make the Hajj. 
They have reduced the training time 
for llernas [teachers] from 15 years 
to 3-5 years, and exploit the internet. 

9. Ignorance of che fact that the West 
prondes a real, and often the only, 
chance for Islamic modernism and 
moderation to flourish. It is only in 
the v . ·esc that Yluslims can find total 
freedom of reasearch and debate, for 
publishing, for discussing a broad 
range of ideas concerning their reli
gion, and its spread by means of 
books, n·, conferences and the 
Internet - all activities impossible 
or prohibited in cheir countries of 
origin. 

10 .  There is no unambiguous, non
foreign word for 'democracy' in  
Arabic. While 'democratic' ideas find 
a response in the hearts of many 
Muslim peoples, their understanding 
of 'democracy' often does not corre-
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spond to what people in the West 
think. Tt is not conditioned by centu
ries of pondering on che implications 
the Clas ica1 Greek model as in the 
West, but by thei1· understanding of 
the Shari'a. Literalists among chem 
will auempt to extract 'democratic' 
principles from Islamic Law; from 
the Muslim idea of shum [ consul
tation] derived from the Qur'an, 
Sura 42, verse 38, they will arrive at 
the idea that governments should 
respect the desires of the people 
who do not want to live under non
Shari'a Law. This pseudo-democratic 
idea is the very base from which the 
Islamic extremists launch their often 
bloody assaults on what they regard 
as corrupt, illegitimate or oppre ive 
Islamic regimes. By the same coken 
they can and do appeal co this same 
under tanding of 'democracy· to 
attack what they regard as 'corrupt' 
Western regimes. 

11. The West's inability or unwillingne s 
to help Muslim migrants to under
stand that chey are welcome to live 
in Western countries provided they 
accept the democratic way of life, 
as understood in the West, and are 
willing to abide by the laws of the 
country; and acknowledge the legiti
macy of its institutions. 

Because al-Qaida seeks to unify the 
Muslim world against the West, and 
wants co hinder, by all means possible, 
the integration of foslim minorities 
in European countries, or in the US or 
Australia, it is more important co bolster 
moderate influences in the communities, 
than to bomb Iraq; more important to 
promote integration than to risk the ve1y 
real dangers of segregation. 

Conclusion 

Catholics have little to fear from 
I lam. We have much to fear from within 
ourselves if we ignore the perceptions 
Mu lims have of us, and if we remain 
complacent when confronted by our 
government's support for Islamic regimes 
that oppress their own people. We al o 
have much to fear from the theologi
cally chattering classes. TI1ese have to be 
coumered by a genuinely Catholic return 
to basics. 

Catholics need only to rediscover the 
treaures of their Faith. Then perhaps 
they would not find it so hard t0 relate, 
for instance, to a St Raymond of Llull11 

The Lord's 

people 

T
HE LORD said to Paul: 
'Do not be afraid; go on 

with your preaching and do 
not be ilenced; for I am 
with you .... 

There are many in thjs city 
who are my people'. 

- Acts 18,9-10. 

who learnt Arabic and went among 
Muslim people like a beacon in the dark, 
and was stoned to death at Bougie12 in 
what is today Algeria, 1orth Africa. Or 
to Juan de ego,ia [ died around 1-t56] 
an important theologian aod philo O
pher from alamanca in pain. a bishop 
and former Cardinal, who cranslated the 
Qur'an in a tri-lingual \'ersion - Latin, 
Spanish (and French) - and promoted 
meetings between Spanish �lusllin and 
Catholic representatives to discuss the 
relative merits of each religion, and 
to arrive at some modus vivendi. He 
explained on one occasion 10 sceptics 
who doubted the value of sucl) dialogue, 
'Even if the meeting la cs ten years it will 
be less expensive and less damaging than 
war'.13 

As these early years of the third 
millennium devolve we may well wish 
that major players in Middle Eastern and 
world policies - amongst whom one must 
place the Fourtl1 Estate [or is it now First 
Estate, I wonder?) - thought along the 
line of Juan de Segovia. 

Our Holy Father sets us an example. 
He shines out like a single searchlight 
in what is otherwise the deepest night. 
He reaches out to Muslims as he reaches 
out to our Protestant and Orthodox 
separated bretliren, as he does to Jews, 
Buddhists and Hindus, because he is 
Father of all of us. 

Heraclius, the Byzantine Emperor 
at the time of the rise of Islam under 
.Muhammad, seems to have had no idea 
that there was an economic downturn 
in his Province of Arabia, nor that the 
masses were restless, and that there was 
a religious and spiritual vacuum present 
that something would fill if care was not 
taken of the region's religious needs. 
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The Holy Father is only coo aware oi 
the spiritual vacuum that exists in the 
West, and is untiring in recalling us to 
our original fervour as Christians: reaf
firming a g e -old truths that have been 
swept under the politically correct carpet 
in our struggle 10 gain acceptance from 
what has become an increasingly anti
religious and anti-Catholic business and 
social environment. If we Catholics fail 
in this task of revitalising our commu
nities and the society in which we live, 
then the future will be bleak indeed. 

But we shall not fail. We have guar
antees given by our Lord. St John 
Chry ostom. Patriarch of Antioch and 
lacer Patriarch of Constantinople, friend 
of the Pope, a devoted Catholic, who 
was killed by upponers of the Empress 
Eudoxia in 407, shall have the last word: 

The waves are many and the 
surging sea dangerous. But we are not 
afraid we may be drowned. For we 
are �canding on the rock. Let the sea 
rage as it will. it cannot split the rock 
asunder. Though the waves tower on 
high, they cannot overwhelm 1he boat 
of Jesus. \\'hat. pray, are we afraid of? 
Death? 'for me Life is Christ. and death 
gain.' Bue tell me, is it exile? "The earth 
is the Lord's, and all it contains'. Is it che 
loss of property? We brought nothing 
into the world. It is certain we can take 
nothing out of it. The terrors of the 
world T despise, its treasures I deem 
laughable. I am not afraid of poverty, I 
do not long for wealth. 1 do not dread 
death, I do nor pray to live, except to 
help you advance in virtue. So I simply 
note what is happening at present 

� and I call on you, my dear people, 
co be of good heart.•• . 
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DAILY MEDITATION 

THOUGHT FROM THE LITURGY OF THE DAY 

NOVEMBER 

1 Mon Ali Saints Mat 5:8 
Happy those with a pure heart, for they 

shall see God. 

2 Tues Ali Souls Jn 6:39 

It is my Fathers' will that I should lose 

nothing of all that he has given me. 

3 Wed Week 31 Phil 2:14 
Do aU chat you do without complaining. 

4 Thur Ch Borromeo Rom 12:12 
Do nor give up if trials come; and keep 
on pra)ing. 

5 Friday Week 31 Psalm 122:l 
Let us go rejoicing co the house of the 
Lord. 

6 Sat John Lateran ICor3:l6 
You are God's temple. His Spirit is li\ing 

among you. 

7 Sunday Week 32 Psalm 17:8 
Hide me in the shadow of your wings. 

8 :Monday Week 32 Phil 2:15-16 
Shine on the world like bright stars; you 
are offering it the word of life. 

By FATIIER MICHAEL FALLON, MSC 

9 Tues John Lateran lCor 3:16 20 Sat Week 33 Psalm 144:2 

You are God's temple. His Spirit is liv:ing The Lord is my love, my fortress, my 

among you. 

10 Wed Week 32 Luke 17:19 

stronghold, my saviour, my shield, my 

place of refuge. 

Go on your way. Your faith has saved 21 Sun Christ King Lk 23:43 

you. 

11 Thur Week 32 Luke 17:21 

The kingdom of God is among you. 

12 Fri Week 32 Psalm 119:11 

I treasure your promise in my heart, lest 

I sin against you. 

13 Sat Week 32 Luke 18:7 

God will see justice done to those who 

c1y to him day and night, even when he 

delays to help them. 

14 Sunday Week 33 Mal 3:20 

The sun of righteousness will shine out 

w:ith healing in its rays. 

15 Mon Albert Matthew 13:52 

A disciple of the kingdom of heaven is 

like a householder who brings out from 

his storeroom things both old and new. 

16 Tues Margaret John 15:9 

As the Father has loved me, so I have 

lo\·ed you. 

1 7 Wed Elizabeth }John 3:16 

It is this that has taught us co love: he 

gave his life for us. 

18 Thur Basilicas P&.P Mt 14:27 

Courage, it is I. Do not be afraid. 

You will be with me in paradise. 

22 Mon Cecilia Hosea 2:21 

I will betroth you to myself in tender 

ness and love. 

23 Tue Week 34 Apoc 2:10 

Be faithful until death and I will give 

you the crown of life. 

24 Wed Week 34 Luke 21:19 

Yow- endurance will win you your lives. 

25 Thur Week 34 Luke 21:28 

Lift up your heads and see; your 

redemption is near at hand. 

2 6 Fri Week 34 Apoc 21:2 

I saw the new Jerusalem coming down 

from God, as beautiful as a bride 

dressed for her husband. 

27 Sat Week 34 Luke 21:36 

Be watchful. Pray constandy. 

28 Sun 1 Advent Year A 

Romans 13:11 

The time has come. Your salvation 

is nearer than it was when you first 

believed. 

2 9 Mon Advent 1 Psalm 80:3 

Let us see your face, 0 God, and we 

shall be  saved. 

19 Fri Week 33 Psalm 119 30 Sat Andrew Rom 10:15 
I rejoice to do your will. It is my delight, 

the joy of my heart. 
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How welcome the footsteps of those 

who bring Good News! 
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THE 'SMART' SIXTIES? 

The jlipside to the 'Fun' Generation 

HANDS UP THOSE WHO CARE 

m;.ai--a;,� NE of the saddest 
things I've read 
la te ly  was the 
September 25 New 

York Times obituary 
of Francoise Sagan, 

�--.--..::.c:_,.*..., who made tons of 
money from her precocious, wildly 
successful 1954 novel Bonjour 'Jhstesse 

and other books. The obituary's 
concluding paragraph was this: 

'In a 1993 interview before her 
second drug trial, Ms. Sagan recalled: 
"I had incredible luck because just 
when I grew up, the pill came along. 
When I was 18, I used to die with fear 
of being pregnant, but then it arrived, 
and love was free and without conse
quence for nearly 30 years. Then 
AIDS came. Those 30 years coincided 
with my adulthood, the age for having 
fun.»' 

And what fun she must have had! 
Twice married, twice divorced, twice 
convicted of narcotics offences, Ms. 
Sagan - who on one occasion suffered 
a fractured skull in the smashup of 
her expensive sports car - also said: 'I 
believe I have a right to destroy myself 

By RUSSELL SHAW 

as long as it does not harm anyone. If 
I feel like swallowing a glass of cau tic 
soda, that's my own problem.' 

Francoise Sagan's self-destruetive 
behaviour undoubcedly had other 
sources besides her notions about 
having fun. Bue can anyone seri
ously doubt that her view of sexual 
permissiveness "·as part of it? for a 
long time it's been clear chat secular 
culture was in denial about sex. 
Sagan - God rest her soul! - was one 
conspicuous case. 

Even as e,;deoce of trouble @TOWS 
and the bad resulcs pour in, the 
secular culture goes on giggling and 
celebrating the liberating effects of 
sexual attitudes and behaviours whose 
destructive consequences are plain to 

see. This is ideology turned dangerous 
to everybody's health. 

A recent study by the Rand Corp. 
found that American children aged 12-
1 7 are twice as likely to start having 
sex if they watch a lot of TV with 
high sexual content than if they don't. 
Apparently this holds true whether the 
kids see TV that involves depictions of 
sex or only talk about sex, according 

Coming Home 

J
UST as the hero of his own book Manalive walked round the world to find, and to 
have the thrill of finding, the house which belonged to him, so Chesterton probed 

all the avenues of thought and tasted all the philosophies, to return at last to that 
institution which had been his spiritual home from the first, the Church of his friend, 
Father Brown. He would, I think. have done so before, if he had not been anxious to 
spare the feelings of his wife, the heroine of all his novels. 
- Monsignor Ronald Knox, writing of G.K. Chesterton's reception into the Calholic Church, quoted 

in DJ. Conlon (ed.) C.K. Chesterto,�A BalfCenturyojfliews., Oxford, 1987. 
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to findings published in the journal 
Pediatrics. 

Big surprise. American children 
watch television three hours a day 
on average, and, as the Associated 
Press gently puts it, 'sex is pervasive 
on TY, present in about two-thirds 
of all shows other than news and 
sports'. (The AP apparently doesn't 
watch much TV football, including the 
commercials.) 

�ow. bombard kids with salacious 
sex day in and day out, week after 
week. and count on it - sexual acting 
our is what you'll get. This is the Abu 
Gb.raib prison generation, isn't it? 

How does che secular culture react 
co all this? With pledges to clean up 
TV perhaps? A spokesman for Viacom, 
whose holdings include CBS and 
MTV, offers this gem: 'I don't think 
television makes anybody do anything'. 
That makes as much sense - which is 
co say, no sense at all - as saying guns 
don't kill people, people do. 

There is a simple explanation for 
this rationalising. The clever people at 
Viacom have figured out that there's 
serious money to be made by peddling 
sex to kids. So what if the kids get 
corrupted - doesn't the Constitution 
guarantee Viacom's right to corrupt 
them? That also is denial at work. 

Bue don't expect the secular pundits 
to say anything abour it. How can they, 
after all, without repudiating a basic 
pr.inciple that's been fundamental to 
secular thinking for decades? That 
the sexual revolution has produced 
none but beneficial results is one of 
the great myths of the 20th century. 
Here is poor Francoise Sagan's 

� 'having fun' on a terrifyingly 
macroscopic scale. 

RUSSELL SHA�' is a freelance Catholic writer from 
Washington D.C. who is a former Secretary of 
Public Affai rs for the National Conference of 
Bi shops/United States Catholic Conference. He 
can be emailed at Rshaw I 0290@aol.com 
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PILGRIM PEOPLE 

In training/or the Heavenly Olympics 

HOW MUCH IS ENOUGH? 

Every day more than 1 million passengers travel in 1458 carriages over the 2,060 kms of 
railway tracks around New South Wales. This is the seventeenth in our series of articles 

by FATHER MAx BARRETT CSSR on commuter extraordinaire Joseph Meagher. 

HE man beside Joe 
Meagher twitched for the 
third time and blurted 
out: 'Why are you singing 
that?' 

Joe favoured his 
-��-311 .. *A"";:, fellow traveller with a 
look of mild surprise. 'Was I singing?' 

'You were singing the Song of the 
Hebrew Slaves from Verdi's Nabucro. Why?' 

'The reason? Because it is a particu
larly beauriful piece of music. Why do you 
ask?' The n,itchy one replied: 'Because I 
thought you were reading my mind.' He 
brooded a moment before adding: 'AJl 
righL so fm paranoid. But the thought 
stn1ck me only last night: here am I, a 
high-earning, �successful"; hard-driven, 
unrela..,;ed. unsmiling, unhappy 21st 
C-entu,y LAFE. That realisation has been 
giving my ulcer hell e,·er since: 

Joe shifted position slighcly t0 let his 
o,·envrooght neipi.bour knoK he had a 
sympameric Ii..� .5boulcl che other care 
to unburden. The ompoken imitation 
,=rakm up. 

Tm my o.,.-n boss md I ,.,-ocl: long 
hours. Th.at meam I ,ee my hm for a 
shon imen-al before cbei:- hedrime.. jn_-1: 
long enough for them co line up •ith 
their respeofre 6n2ncial require:mems. h·s 
as chougb I were a clomesric XI'uf. lhefre 
good kids; but the syscem, our standard 
of living, requires that I be a bottomless 
pit. My home is mortgaged. My "ife is in 

paid employment. But we're like squir
rels in a treadmill cage: we're not getting 
anywhere. We're in that ridiculous Alice 
in Wonderland situation; you remember? 
"Fa$' ter, Fa$ter". . . I½ are slaves to our own 
self imposed standards of living ... ' 

Another spell of brooding produced 
a small spasm of twitches, followed by 
a deep breath, and then: 'Thanks for 
listening. By the way, my name is Robert. 
Er, do you - ... I mean, am I so wrong 
about the self-imposed slavery?' 

Joe did not hesitate. 'I agree with you 
entirely: 

Rohen took an appraising glance at the 
man all of thirty years his senior. 'May I 
ask: in your time, how did you cope? With 
the rat race, I mean; with the pressures to 
have everything that opens and shuts?' 

'Simple; Joe replied. 'We - my wife 
and I - never competed. We set our own 
standards. You see, we desperately wanted 
to be happy. And we knew that having 
more was not the answer, because more 
only creates the appetite for still more. As 
you said. "faster, faster" means ulcers and 
more ulcers.' 

'Hov, did it work out?' 
A beautiful, dreamy. reminiscent smile 

C2':.De <Jl'"er Joe"s face. 'It '-'"as great Jc was a 
� .. a c:mllenge. k was lfli£ 

•Yoo sec your own srandards. V. bat do 
� me:;:n �-mat?' 
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'Well, to start with, we - Christine and 
I - decided that we could not afford to 
live on two incomes. So Christine never 
went back to the paid work-force: 

Momentarily, Robert's ulcer gave 
notice of its presence. 'You could not 
afford . . . So you lived on one rather than 
on two incomes?' 

'ExaccJy. My kids kind of loved me, but 
they needed someone who was sane and 
practical and warm and wonderful and 
present. Yes, that's what it boiled down 
to: presence.' Joe gave a grin. 'You've 
probably heard the quip: "God couldn't 
be everywhere, so He made mothers.» 
Terrible theology; and yet a lovely truth 
comes through? 

The ulcered one probed again. 'You 
decided not to let outside forces decide 
your way of life. Okay. But there was no 
way you would have been able to live in a 
cocoon. There must have been all sorts of 
forces around you, pressuring you to keep 
up with the Joneses who were all but 
out of their minds trying to keep up with 
Hyacinth Bucket. How did you ignore the 
advertising world and the wail that "Aw, 
all the other kids have got one"?' 

Joe took another litcle stroll down 
memory lane. 'Yes. it was sticky at times. 
As I said before, it was a challenge. But 
I think I can modestly claim that we 
sec bercer standards than the standard 
standard.' Joe paused and frowned at the 
,vord pile-up. 

• 
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'We made great use of the best 
things, the things that come free: like 
libraries and beaches and national 
parks and camping and discovering for 
ourselves. We had television - occasion
ally. The kids agreed that the frequent 
interruption of eight advertisements 
was not the preferred way of watching 
a movie. 

'At times we imposed a complete 
embargo on the Box. As a result, each of 
the Meagher brood learned at lease one 
musical instrument and became reason
ably at home in a second language. 
Recently I asked one of my sons had 
I been a martinet, and he gave me a 
surprised look.' 

Joe's twitchy companion nodded. 
'You established your own priorities and 
they worked for you. But to make those 
options you have to be .. . at least, you 

'Emperors and Consuls 
and Generals flock 
to the tomb of the 
fisherman and the 

tentmaker, in the most 
regal city of Rome .. .' 

- St John Chrysos1om, Archbishop of 
Constantinople, 347-407 AD, in his Contro 

ludaeos et Ct:nti/.es. filie 'fisbennan' is of course 
St Peter; and the 'tentmaker' is St Paul. Ed.] 

have to appear to be .. .' Joe came to the 
rescue. 'Eccentric?' 

'NO! . .. But, well, yes: eccentric? 
'Yet there are times that one has to 

be off-centre in order to be o n -centre. 
Don't you agree?' Without waiting for a 
reply, Joe breezed happily on. 

'We were lucky in one respect. We 
bought a house before the swollen 
prices sec in. The Meagher mansion held 
together with the help of bandaids: buc 
ic was roomy and it had a rumpus room 
that stretched forever. 

'That sprawling room was not well 
stocked with bigh-rec gadgets and all 
the equipment which is "recommended 
by the highest educational authorities" 
and "indispensable" for good living. 
If the Meagher progeny wanted those 
things, they were made welcome in 
neighbouring homes. But the funny 
thing was that the neighbourhood kids 
mostly gravitated to our place. And they 
would talk to Christine - did I mention 
that was my wife's name? - and to me 
as though we didn't belong in the ark. 

'An odd thing about our place. After 
dinner there was never any whinge 
about whose turn it was tO do the 
wash-up; it was the chance to have 
their mother tO themselves. But that 
wasn't all. When we had young visi
tors for a meal - and that seemed to 
be most of the time - they occasionaUy 
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muscled in! Occasionally they - boy or 
girl - had some personal agenda which 
they wanted to air with Christine. I 
cold my wife she was Father Confessor, 
Sydney's fast Catholic priest. 

'At a time when it was fashionable to 

dress in sloppy and even ugly fashion, 
Christine persuaded them not to buy 
that line of rubbish. She taught them 
how co tell a dream-boat from a jerk. 
She caught them survival skills, like how 
co cook a simple meal. How to eat and 
not gee acne. How co address people. 
Most of all. she taught them not to take 
their own parents for granted. 

'So that's how it was at chez 
Meagher. 1ot always a bed of roses, 
I assure you. I well remember the 
time an eighteen-year-old son told 
me I was hopelessly pre-Neanderthal 
and that he was leaving home. Bang! 
The door quivered on its hinges. I sat 
there for the longest ten minutes since 
time began. I didn't hear him return. 
He came up behind me and started to 
massage my neck. "You're a bit tensed 
up, Dad," he informed me. I held his 
two hands long enough to get the tear 
out of my voice before I said: "Thanks, 
son. I feel better already". 

As Robert prepared to leave the train 
he spoke very earnestly. 'I promise you, 
I will be home by 5.30 this evening. I'll 
kick a football with the kids and will 
probably pull a muscle but who cares. 
Many thanks.' 

All the way from Cronulla, this 
conversation bad been spoken quietly. 
But there was that incredible timbre of 
cbe Meagher voice and the keen hearing 
of Joe's cwo young accountant friends 
wbo had n0t missed a word. 

John Cash whispered: 'LOST: on 
the 8.05 out of Cronulla: a twitch and 
an ulcer. rmder need not return same.' 
Richard Gleason breathed quietly: That 
was the first time he has ever mentioned 
bis wife: 

Joe went back to Nabucco: 
0, mia patria, si be/la e perduta 
0 my country, so beautiful and lost 
Dear Lord, is that Australia? Beautiful 

- but lost? Have we lost the sense of 
family? .. . If our priorities are pitted 
elsewhere, we are assuredly in the 
cactus .

. 
If our priorities are right, 

� what have we to lose . .. except · 
our twitch and our ulcer? .. . '  

FATHER MAX BARRETT i s  a Redemptorisc priest now 
resident in Sydney. 



Miracles - When 

Disbelief was not held 

to be a Privilege 

THE Fathers [ of the church] wrote for 
contemporaries, not for the eighteenth or nineteenth 

century, not for modern notions and theories, for distant 
countries, for a degenerate people and a disunited 
Church. They did not foresee that evidence would 
become a science, that doubt would be thought a merit, 
and disbelief a privilege; that it would be a favour 
and condescension to them if they were credited, and 
a charity that they were accounted honest. They did 
not feel that man was so self-sufficient, and so happy in 
his prospects for the future, that he might reasonably 
sit at home closing his ears to all reports of Divine 
interpositions till they were actually brought before his 
eyes, and faith was superseded by sense; they did not 
so disparage the Spouse of Christ as to imagine that she 
could be accounted by professing Christians a school 
of error, and a workshop of fraud and imposture. They 
V1TOte with the confidence that they were Christians, 
and that those to whom they transmitted the Gospel 
would not call them the ministers of Antichrist. 

- John Henry Cardinal �e»"IDan. Tw<J £<rays 011 Bib&al and Ea:lesio.uica/ Miracle,, 1918 ed. Longmans 

Green and Co, London. 
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SOCIAL SCIENCES 

Faulty Anthropology and Anti-Religious Bias 

PSYCHOLOGY, SNAKE-OIL AND CATHOLICS 

_.-.._ T is not without hesitation that 
Stanislav Andreski the sociolo
gist launched into an attack 
on his own profession in a 
book entitled 'Social Sciences 
as Sorcery' asking - 'Why foul 

liilC.-.- one's own nest?' He devoted 
his book to demolishing many idols of 
the social sciences and asked why they 
'have found and are finding such a wide 
acceptance'. 1 

This question is particularly appli
cable to that branch of the social 
sciences which has most entranced 
the Catholic world in the past century 
- psychology. At times, psychology is 
referred to more authoritatively than 
scripture as occurred when a Boston 
priest announced from the pulpit that 
the purpose of Christ's coming was co 
say 'rm OK, you're OK� while another 
praised Moses' high 'self esteem' and 
yet. another opined that to teach chil
dren the 10 commandments was 'bad 
psychology'. 

One reason why the catholic world 
has been so bowled over by psychology 
is that it seems to have a religious 
appeal - looking out for oneself in 
order to be made whole, loving one's 
neighbour, the avoidance of judgment. 
However looking out for oneself can 
become a totally 'selfist' philosophy to 
the point of self idolatry; loving one's 
neighbour can be recast as 'feelgood' 
communal experience as an end in 
itself; and avoidance of judgment care 
lure the unsuspecting to acceptance 
of ideas totally opposite to Catholic 
teaching. As William Kilpatrick says 
popular psychology - with its deep 
secular humanist roots ' ... bears a surface 
resemblance to Christianity. It coun
terfeits important Christian beliefs'.2 

However, 'it does not deliver on its 
promises' and has 'seduced' Catholics 
into a view of the world radically at 
odds with Catholicism. Some claim 
that this 'psychological seduction' has 

By WANDA SKOWRONSKA 

been the single greatest influence in the 
decay of Judeo Christian society. Others 
do not go this far but claim that while 
modern humanist psychology did not 
construct the foundations of the current 
decay it provided a very useful cool 
whose use has accelerated the decay.3 

This is not to say that all p ychology 
is a poisoned well. Its useful insights 
into human thinking, behaviour and 
abnormal states have cootrib0ted 
to human knowledge and benefited 
society. However, the problem arises 
where psychology claims to deal ";eh 
'meaning of life' questions. ll sees man's 
potential at the basis of everything as 
opposed to the long held Christian view 
which is based on an objective moral 
code, the reality of the spiritual world, 
of the human being's dependence on 
God , of personal sin, of a transcendent 
meaning to existence. As Philip Lawler 
states. 

The down 

side 

H
E had the ear of the 

Chairman of the USSR, 
but being that close meant 

that he had to be close to the 
teeth, too. 
-Tom Clancy, Red Rabbi,, Penguin. 2002. 
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Modern psychology is not based on 
a ualid anthropology or pliilosophy o/ 
the person which gives a proper account 
o/ man :r rational moral and spiritual 
existence.' 

To understand at least part of 
psychology's faulty anthropology and 
anti religious bias it is profitable to 
consider, if only briefly, the ideas of 
some of its founding figures - Sigmund 
Freud. Carl Jung and Carl Rogers. 
Freud increased general awareness of 
the conscious and unconscious levels 
of the human mind but adamantly 
ignored any possible spiritual dimen
sion in human life. He repudiated his 
Jewish upbringing ( calling himself an 
'infidel Jew') early in his life and was 
uninterested in the truth of the claims of 
Judaism or Christianity, the prevailing 
religious traditions of the Vienna he 
lived in. His book The Future o/ an 
Illusion (1927) dealt with the 'motives: 
'wishes' or 'needs' of people with reli
gious beliefs but never accorded the 
beliefs any other significance. Religious 
belief was nothing but a projection of 
human need. Feuerbach's The .Essence 
of Christianity, written in I 841, had 
assened this clearly and had a profound 
influence on Freud's projection theo
ries (and on Engel's and Lenin's polit
ical thinking for that matter). Paul Vitz, 
a contemporary American Catholic 
professor of Psychology at New York 
University is author of Psychology as 
Religion, a well researched, insightful 
critique of psychology and its secular 
humanist roots .He has also written an 
interesting study of Freud's approach 
to religion ( Sigmund Freud:. Christian 
Unconscious, 1992) and points out that 
Freud may have become especially crit
ical of Christianity because of his family's 
experience of anti-Semitism in Vienna. 
(This did not prevent him from aban
doning his Judaism). Freud remained 
an implacable critic of Christianity, had 
virtually no patients of any religious 

s 
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���is =-peciallJ· entrancing to 
<Jrbo6c:s � ue drawn lO smdy of the 
-�� oi che soul'. Jung appeals 
to che il!il,!]Ous desire for healing and 
¥bolenes� and sees this as occurring 
duough i.he imegration of the conscious 
acceptable) level and the unconscious 

(negative, shadow) level of a person's 
mind. He also believes in the 'collec
tive unconscious: the powerful symbols 
and archetypes belonging to the whole 
human race and expressed in myths, 
fairy tales, Gnostic and alchemical writ
ings. However Jung saw religion, specif
ically Christianity (he too repudiated 
his Christian background at an early 
age) as an obstacle to achieving 'whole
ness' and asserted that personal experi
ence replaced dogma. Archetypes alone 
provide real knowledge of the world -
but then only Jung's specific Gnostic 
interpretation of them. Catholics drawn 
to Jung are usually blithely unaware 
of the sources of his psychology. In 
'Memories, Dreams and Reflections' he 
says: 

... when I began to understand 
alchemy I realised that it represented 
the historical link with Gnosticism, 
and that a continuity therefore existed 
between past and present. Grounded in 
the natural philosophy ef the Middle 
Ages, alchemy farmed the bridge on the 
one /zand into the past to gnosticism 
and on t/1e other into the future, to the 
modern psychology ef the unconscious.5 

Jung saw gnosticism and alchemy as 
the key to his psychology placing great 
value on the writings of the Renaissance 
physician and alchemist Paracelsus. So 
great was Jung's respect for alchemy 
he describes Christ as a 'psychological 
figure' who is similar to the alchemist's 
'lapis' or stone. This is no longer the 
Jesus Christ of Catholic teaching but an 
idiosyncratic view along with his faith 
in archetypes as secret knowledge or 
·gnosis'. 

Jungian interpretations of scrip
rure are fanciful and confusing and far 
from anyching recognisably Catholic. 
He blames God for the fall of Adam 
and Eve and somehow believes God 
wishes us co sin. About the hook 
of Job he comes to the novel view 

Be good, 
honest, 

open-hearted 
and positive 

H
E [Burton] came to 
recognise that (Sir Charles] 

Napier's very simplicity gave 
him special advantages, and he 
agreed, he wrote, 'with Lady 
Hester Stanhope' that 'amongst 
the English there is no man so 
attractive to the Orientals, no 
man who can negotiate with them 
so effectively, as a good, honest, 
open-hearted and positive naval 
officer of i.he old school'. 
- Fawn Brodie, 1he Devil Driues, Lift of Sir 
Richard Burton, Penguin, 1971, writing of 

the conqueror of Sind. 

that God wants to become like Job. 
However so beguiling is the quasi reli
gious language of Jung t.hat American 
Jesuit Fr Mitch Pacwa fell for it entirely 
in his university days. Though it cook 
years, he 'came out' of the beguile
ment through the age-old method of 
common sense critical thinking, medi
tative study of Catholic teaching and 
prayer. He realised that Jung was pare 
of the post modernist subjectivism of 
our day and that many naive Catholics 
were sitting ducks for his nebulous 
'psychology' promising inner wholeness. 
Pacwa has written a fascinating account 
( Catholics and the New Age, 1992) of 
his journey out of Jungian and New 
age beliefs and his rediscovery of the 
wisdom of Catholicism ( explaining the 
real bases of the Enneagram, reiki and 
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pseudo mysticisms which still attract 
Catholics today). In fact Pacwa warns 
that following Jungian ideas can be 
dangerous and mentally destabilising 
- such as the encouragement to follow 
'unconscious urges' which are also 
called 'gods' or 'beings' not unlike the 
New age 'inner gods' of our day. While 
repudiating Judeo Christian wisdom, 
Jung was increasingly drawn to the spir
itualism, astrology and I Ching and was 
disturbed and obsessed by occult expe· 
riences in later life, believing he was in 
touch with the spirits of the dead. 

Perhaps even more beguiling for 
Catholics has been the highly influen
tial psychologist Carl Rogers who with 
Maslow is credited with starting the 
'human potential' movement whose 
stated goal was to help individuals 'self. 
actualise'. It is interesting that Rogers 
was a divinity student in the early 1920s 
at Union Theological Seminary in New 
York City. He suffered a crisis of faith 
and abandoned theology for pedagogy 
and psychology. He was greatly influ
enced by the ideas of John Dewey and 
JJ Rousseau from whom he absorbed 
the idea that man is fundamentally 
good. 

Roger's On becoming a Person (196]) 
was a 'bible' to decades of psychology 
students - with its emphasis on self 
acceptance, client-centred therapy, non
directive counselling and especially 
getting in touch with one's affective 
(feeling)side. There is nothing wrong 
per se in getting in couch with one's 
affective side if there is a problem in 
that area. Interestingly most of Rogers' 
early clients were anxious children of 
academics trying to live up to high 
parental expectations and he genuinely 
helped some of these in his counselling. 

However Roger's 'non-directive 
counselling' took on a life of its own 
and must have been music to the ears of 
those challenging all forms of authority 
in the 60s. 'Encounter groups' became 
a vehicle to supposedly greater self 
development in a psychological version 
of a mini religious revivalist meeting. 
So keen was Rogers on his non-direc
tional 'encounter group' idea he even 
sought people with no discernible prob
lems to try it on while at the University 
of Wisconsin. The canny Wisconsonians 
must have smelt a rat and Rogers 
was disappointed when initially no
one wanted a bar of it. Then with Dr 

( 



FORMING A CATHOLIC MIND 

A new institution of Catholic higher learning, Campion College 
Australia., is being developed by the Campion Foundation. It 
will seek to blend faith and reason in the spirit of the original 
universities, offering a genuinely liberal education suffused by the 
light of Catholic wisdom. 

'I support strongly the concept of Campion College embodying as it 
does the notion of Catholic people fortifying and exploring their faith, 
and balancing as it does those many secular tertiary institutions of our 
societf 

- Ceneml Peter 0Jsgrwe, Chief of AurtTalianArm!f and Aurtralian of tk Jfur .2001 

The key features of Campion College Australia will be: 

♦ A solid grounding in the Liberal Arts, embracing the humanities and the 
sciences -offering courses in history, language and literature, science 
and mathematics, philosophy and theology 

♦ An  immersion in Catholic beliefs, values and traditions, in 
consonance with the authoritative teaching of the Catholic Church 

♦ A systematic exposure to the greatest minds of Christian civilisation 

-such as Augustine, Aquinas, Dante, Thomas More, Shakespeare, John 
Henry Newman, G. K. Chesterton, and John Paul II 

♦ An independent institution, funded by private generosity and the 
sacrifices of those who want a real alternative to the prevailing pattern 
of higher education in Australia 

Campion College Australia will open in Sydney in 2005, offering courses 
externally as well as on-campus. 

Enquiries are welcome. Please contact Karl Schmude, Executive Director, 
Campion Foundation: (02) 6771 5902 or k.schmude@campion.org.au 

BUILDING A CATHOLIC CULTURE 

Good [Bad?] Advice to 

Politicians 

H
E got onto the subject 
of Bush's proposed cax 

cut, and why it was playing 
negatively, even though voters 
hate paying taxes. 'That's 
simple; he said. 'If he defends 
the numbers, he loses. If he 
personalizes it, he wins big. 
Congressional Republicans 
get dragged into the numbers. 
They appear on the Sunday talk 
shows and talk about numbers. 
It's like quicksand: the more you 
struggle, the deeper you sink: 
- Nicholas Lemann, '1l1e Word Lab: The 

New Yorker, October 16 & 23, 2000. 
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William Coulson, a fellow psychologist 
he turned his sights to California and 
found an outlet for his enthusiasm in a 
Catholic religious order who showed an 
interest in his work. In 1967 the Sisters 
of the Immaculate Heart (the IHMs) 
in California invited Carl Rogers to 
organise some non-directive self explor
atory encounter groups for the nuns and 
their schools, having been impressed by 
a pilot study in which people seemed to 
open up, reach out, share thoughts and 
feelings and develop personally. They 
fell for the whole idea. 

This 'Education Innovation Project' 
was to last 3 years and involved Rogers, 
Coulson, 58 colleagues and 80 facili
tators. At that time the IHMs had 60 
schools and 615 nuns. However events 
took an unexpected turn. Two years into 
the project 300 sisters were petitioning 
Rome for release from their vows and 
the majority of the order followed suit 
in subsequent years. Of the 60 schools 
only 1 remained within a very short 
time and there is no longer a college 
campus. A few elderly nuns remain of 
the original order, some became radical 
feminists and run a shop front for femi
nist theology in Hollywood. One might 
well wonder what k.ind of bombshell hit 
the order to account for its near decima
tion in such record time. Coulson relates 
that most sisters am-ibuted their leaving 
to the 'encounter groups' and wanting 
to find themselves. Vlhen Rogers and 
Coulson saw the effect of their project 
they actually terminated it after 2 of its 
3 projected years. They were genuinely 
disturbed by the consequences of their 
project, Rogers no less than Coulson. 
While Rogers was dismayed at what he 
saw, he could not really account for it. 
Coulson, however. started to question 
the entire basis of the project and later 
reconverted to the Catholic faith of his 
youth and totally repudiated Rogerian 
psychology. He came to see that the 
fatal flaw of humanistic psychology was 
the lack of a doctrine of evil, the failure 
to see the pervasive reality of evil in 
human life. When the encounter group 
revolutionaries exhorted people to crust 
their impulses they forgot that impulses 
could be untrustworthy or indeed evil. 

In fact Coulson left his lucra
tive career to lecture to Catholics and 
Protestants on the dangers of psycho
therapy and encounter groups. He is a 
part of a new wave of Catholic psycho!-
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These new wave Catholic psycholo
gists note four serious flaws in humanist 
psychology and its many later offshoots 
which have bedazzled many Westerners. 
Firstly, the constant emphasis on self
acceptance and self- esteem is totally 
contrary to Catholicism's view of reality 
and lacks the notion of original sin. Sin 
is caused by society in the Rogerian 
view and one can see how easy it has 
been for many Catholics, unknowingly 
trapped by humanist notions, to think 
of 'social sin' at the expense of personal 
sin. Secondly, the notion of non-judg
mentalism ignores the reality of objec
tive moral truth and can excuse sinful 
behaviour. One wonders again how 
much Rogerian chinking is to blame 
in the recent Boston pedophile crises. 
Thirdly, humanistic psychology has little 
co say of the world of suffering - for 
if one has the potential to do and be 
anything by taking control of one's life 
then how does one explain unavoidable 
suffering? Fourthly and perhaps most 
importantly there is the problem of rele
garing the spiritual world to non-exist
ence. Religion was of no significance to 
Rogers and his group. It was regarded 
as something infantile to be dropped 
as one matured. The loss of the sense 
of cranscendence. heart-stopping awe 
at the greamess of God is missing in a 
way that forces the perceptive Catholic 
to see that the Rogerian ,iew of reality 
and the Catholic one are truly opposed. 
The Catholic must decide for either one 
or the other. 

The new wave of Catholic psycholo
gists who have seen through Rogerian 
snake oil are a breath of fresh air amidst 
the prevalent therapeutic hijacking of 
the western mind. W hile retaining 
their knowledge of what goes on in 
certain types of disturbances they have 
put their counselling skills to good 

I
T was a popular belief among many Christians of his time that the so-called 'lost Ten 

'fribes of lsrael' had wandered into central Asia and would one day be rediscovered. 
When the British conquered an obscure tribe with so-called 'Semitic' features in 

Brahuistan, the rumour spread that these might be descendants of the celebrated 

missing Hebrews. Burton, after visiting the tribe, copied an old Hebrew vocabulary and 

grammar, added 'barbaric terminations' and showed it to 'sundry scientists' who were 

elecLTified with the proof that 'the lost was found at last'. 'The Presidency rang for nine 

days with the discovery', he wrote, and only the pleadings of Walter Scou prevented 

him from publishing the complicated spoof. 

Similarly at Sehwan, supposed to have been an ancient camp of Alexander the 
Great, Burton watched with contempt several antiquarians digging at the site. He knew 

the natives were already faking Greek coins and selling them to the credulous British 
- as yet archaeology was only a hobby, exacting the derision even of academic people 

everywhere save in Scandinavia - and he decided to expose the ignorance of his own 

countrymen. 'Antiquarians are everywhere a simple ,·ace', he wrote in his first book. 

Taking a cheap pottery jar with copies of Etruscan figures on it, he smashed it, treated 

it with fire and acid, and secretly buried it in the site of the diggings. The antiquarians 

were enchanted, and showed t.he fragments about as proof that the Etruscans had 

originated in t!1e Sind. 
- Fawn Brodie. The Devil Drive.!, Lift '!f Sir Richard Burton., Penguin, 1971. 

use with Catholic insights. They have 
been able to delineate a new outlook 
where the spiritual dimension of the 
person is of primary importance in 
psychology. They have no difficulty in 
adhering to Catholic teachings consid
ering them a merciful guide rather than 
a heavy imposition. It is ironic that 
humanist psychology is taught in many 
Catholic universities and that even reli
gious orders have often had recourse 
for various problems to secular trained 
'expert' psychologists who have little 
sympathy of understanding the Catholic 
worldview on major moral issues. 
Perhaps this is due to an uncritical 
respect for 'experts' and/or the relatively 
small numbers of Catholic psychologists. 
There is certainly a need for Catholic 
psychology friendly universities such 
as the Virginia based Institute for the 
Psychological Sciences in the US which 
offers psychology degrees at all levels 
from a Catholic perspective. They also 
run an online International Catholic 
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Psychologists Resource network (http:// 
www.ipsciences.edu/CPl_resources. 
html) with international 'speakers' on 
various topics. The long tradition of 
Catholic spiritual writing, with its accu
mulated wisdom can immeasurably 
enrich psychology offering great insights 
into the human heart and mind. 

� And it has a great unsurpassable 
advantage. It is based in reality. 

I. S1anisl.av Andresk.i, Social Sdmus as Soru'JI, (Penguin 
1974), 17 .  

2. William Kilpatrick. Tiu E',mp,ror's """' Clo,h,s, (Roge r a 
McCaffrey Publishing 1985). 

3 .  Richard Cross, 'Can Catholics Coun sel? n,e 1.,oss of 
Prudence in �'lodern Humanist Psychology� www. 
ewrn.com/libe.uy/ ACA.DEMIC/fR94 i 05. HTM 

4. Philip Lawle.r 'A Question of Charaetcr' www.catholic 
educarion.org/ anides/facts/fmOO 13.honl 

5 .  Cad Jung, Memories, .Dreavu and Reflections (NY 
Random House 1961), 200-201. 

6. William Kilpatri ck� P.t}Jcltolog'ical S�ductirm� (Nelson 
1983). 

WANDA SKOWRONSKA is a registered psychologist 
who works as a counsellor in inner cicy schools 
in Sydney. She has done voluntary work for 
the Catholic pro life organisation Human Life 
lnrernational. 
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MEDIA AND MORALS 

A sterile look at abortion 

WHOSE FOETUS/EMBRYO/BABY? 

_.-.._ DID find time to sit down 
and watch the documentary 
My Foetus a few nights ago. 
Hearing news of the docu
mentary prior to its airing, I 
was interested to know the 

i;;i,i:_..- reaction that this film would 
produce in its viewers - supposedly 
portraying an unbiased look at the 
abortion process. 

From the instant the narrator began 
reading her carefully planned script, I 
knew this would not be a whole look 
at what occurs to the woman or baby 
during an abortion. 

As soon as the visibly pregnant 
narrator started stroking her pregnant 
body as she swam, while referring to 

the baby inside only as her 'foetus' it 
became apparent that this was a care
fully planned 'pro-choice; pro abortion 
view of abortion. I was amazed, rather 
mortified that a pregnant mother could 
not feel and see a tiny infant baby 
growing inside her, being nurtured by 
her body, but instead that this 'foetus' 
was a 'parasitic' being growing inside 
her 'that takes over the body and the 

By NICHOLAS LASTMAl'\T 

mind' in an unequal symbiotic fashion. 
She claimed it was her 'second foecus; 
her first she aborted earlier in her life. 
Constantly, I wondered how she could 
be so callous towards this child of hers, 
and it almost seemed as though she had 
been brainwashed into believing that it 
was not a tiny person growing inside 
of her. 

Watching a lightly sedated woman 
moaning while having her 'foetus' 
sucked out of her in the same manner a 
dentist clears a bloody mouth supported 
this. All that was left of the contents of 
this vacuum was some unidentifiable 
bloody bits, thus it made it acceptable 
for the narrator to just accept the baby 
as just an 'embryo.' Of course there 
were no identifiable features! This poor 
soul had just been sucked from what 
was supposed to be his/her nurturing 
maternal home by a powerful instru
ment of destruction after the abortionist 
tore it up while still inside - it never 
had a chance to be seen as a normal 
baby. How clever of the producers to 

show this, no one would believe it to 

be a baby after it had been massacred. 

Abortion's wretched harvest 

E
VERY year more than 20 percent of pregnancies across the world are ended by 

abortion ... according to The Alan Gurtmacher lnstimre, a non-profit research 

organisation that studies reproductive issues. Assuming chat a woman's fertility typically 

spans about thirty years, this translates imo a lifetime average of slightly more than one 

abortion per woman. Of course, averaging abortions across the global population masks 

the extreme variation in rates from country to country. Spain, for instance, which has 

the lowest abortion rate among countries for which data are either known or estimated, 

averages only 5.7 abortions per 1,000 women per year. Vietnam, the country with the 

highest rate, averages nearly 15 times that. 

More than 40 percent of abortions - nearly 20 million every year - are illegaL which 

is not surprising given that a quarter of the world's women live in countries where 

abortion is illegal or allowed only if the mother's life is in jeopardy. Strikingly, some of 

the countries with the most restrictive abortion laws have higher than average abortion 

rates when illegal abortions are included. Peru, for example, which allows abortion only 

when necessary to protect the mother's life or physical health, has an abortion rate of 

nearly 60 per 1,000 women. 

- The Atlantic Monthly, April 2003. 
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However, even seeing this bloody 
rray did not evoke any feeling from the 
emotionless narrator. We have movies 
corning out about the future being 
filled with robots. How true, we are 
in fact these very robots. This could 
clearly be seen as we see the narrator 
scrolling down a lakeside holding a 
ciny baby while talking to the child's 
grandfather about having an abortion. 
We are presented with images of chil
dren playing and to end the 'documen
tary; a baby swimming with its mother. 
However, throughout all of this, the 
narrator casually talked of abortion with 
not even a hint of feeling. No emotion 
was presented, no feelings encountered, 
nothing. A sterile look at abonion. 

But if this was meant to be an unbi 
ased look, where was the camera 
pointed when the woman who had the 
abortion went home? There was no 
follow up to the emotions which might 
have had occurred. No one to watch 
her silent tears; only the anaesthetized 
approach presented by this android 
who claims that the Pro-life people use 
emotive language and images to 'shock 
and repulse' her. Well if the truth is 
repulsiYe, I understand why she uses 
terms such as 'my foetus' and 'embryo' 
instead of baby or infant. If she were 
to connect such terms with abortion, 
she would then have to come to the 
realisation that she took her first baby 
to be destroyed. Thus, she uses these 
terms'. and an emotionless approach 
as a coping mechanism, because the 
shocking and repulsive truth may just 
be too much to handle. 

I think anyone who has seen this will 
agree that it was not an unbiased whole 
look at abortion, but rnther a cold 
robotic approach towards one

� woman's own attempt to try and 
cope with her own past choice. · 

NICHOLAS LASTMAN is a 19 year-old Catholic 
Unjversiry student from Victoria. The Programme 
M!J Foetus appeared on ABC Compass in early 

August, 2004. 



WORLD WAR II 

Interview with Historian Father Giovanni Sale 

ON HITLER, THE HOLY SEE AND 

THE JEWS [PART Jj 

HE Holy  See was  
farsighted in  under
standing the dangers 
inherent in Nazism long 
before World War JI, 

• says a new book. 
_,,.,.:..........3,11.:.

"'
•"';::, The book, Hitler, fa 

Santa Sede e gii Ebrei (Hitler, the Holy 
See, and dire Jews), Jaca Book publishers, 
is written by Father Giovanni Sale. In 
it, the Gregorian University professor 
analyzes the relations between the Third 
Reich and the Vatican during 1933-
1945. 

The book refers to unpublished 
archive doclllllentation, in particular that 
of the Vatican Secret Archives relating to 

the nunciatures of Monaco and Berlin, 
and that of the review Civilca Cattolica. 

ZENIT interviewed Father Sale about 
the findings published in the book. Pan 
2 of this interview appears Sunday. 

Q: Historiography has neglected what 
the Catholic clergy did to oppose Hitler 
and National Socialism from coming to 
power in Germany. Can you explain how 
the Catholic Church conducted itself? 

Father Sale: With the recent opening 
of the Vatican Archives relating to the 
nunciatures of Monaco and Berlin, 1922-
39, we now have the possibility to better 
assess how that prophetic political change 
of January 30, 1933, was commented 
upon and judged by the highest authori
ties of the Catholic Churcl1 at the time. 

A series of reports, written by 
Archbishop Cesare Orsenigo, the apos
tolic nuncio in Berlin, gives us the possi
bility to better assess those events. 

The first German bishop to take 
aetion against National Socialism was 
the archbishop of Mainz, who already in 
September 1930 published some norms 
with rhe objective of impeding Catholics 
from being contaminated by the National 

ocialist epidemic. However, not all the 
German bishops approved them, consid-

ering them too harsh in content and, 
in any event, they judged the episcopal 
document premature, as Hitler's move
ment was still in the process of forma
tion. 

Moreover, some bishops were of the 
opinion that it was not necessary to give 
too much credit to theoretical constructs 
of some intellectuals of the Hitler's move
ment:, such as the anti -Christian ideol
ogist Rosenberg, white, instead, it was 
necessary to consider that me National 
Socialist Party was the only one that 
opposed with determination the advance 
of Bolshevism in Europe. 

With the passing of time, however, 
the whole German episcopate associ
ated itself with the line of conduct of 
the Ordinary of Mainz - 'driven: nuncio 
Orsenigo wrote, 'by the persistent irre
ligious attitude of some leaders of 
National Socialism: 

In the Prussian bishops' conference 

IN his conduct of life man has become 
free from external author ities, which 

tell him what to do and what not to do. 
We neglect the role of the anonymous 
authorities like public opinion and 
'common sense: which are so powerful 
because of our profound readiness t0 

conform to the expectations everybody 
has about ourselves and our equally 
profound fear of being different. In 
other words, w e  are fascinated by the 
growth of freedom from powers outside 

ourselves and are blinded to the fact of 
inner restraints, compulsions, and fears, 
which tend to undermine the meaning 
of the victories freedom has won. 
- Erich Fromm, The Fear of Freedqm, 1960. 
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meeting in Fulda from August 17-19, 
1932, it was decided, 'keeping in mind 
the danger that the National Socialist 
Movement might constitute for souls,' 
to issue dispositions that would prohibit 
Catholics from belonging to Hitler's 
party. The document was approved 
unanimously. 

It was on the occasion of the electoral 
campaign for political elections of March 
5, 1933, that the opposition between 
National Socialism and the Catholic 
world came into focus for the first time. 

In a dispatch of February 16, 
1933, sent to the Secretariat of State, 
Archbishop Orsenigo talked about the 
gravity of the situation and the harshness 
of the political clash under way between 
the parties, and about the orientation of 
Catholics in the political realm and the 
manipulation of religion for party ends. 

'The electoral struggle in Germany: 
the nuncio wrote, 'has now entered its 
acute stage. [ ... ] Unfortunately, even 
the Catholic religion is often used 
by one or the other parties for elec
toral purposes. The Center Party natu
rally has almost total support from che 
clergy and Catholics and, yet to have 
a momentary victory, it acts without 
being overly concerned with the painful 
consequences, which might ensue for 
Catho]jcism, should the adversary gain a 
full victo1y: 

In face, during the electoral campaign, 
the religious element was seriously 
exploited for reasons of political propa
ganda both by the governing parties and 
the Zentrum [ the Catholic Center Party]. 

The latter, considered by many as a 
'confessional parry: appealed to Christian 
values to condemn and combat the prin
ciples of National Socialism; National 
Socialism, instead, appealed to the 
struggle against Communism tO mobilize 
the Catholic forces against the common 
enemy. And we also know that many 

.. 
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men of the Church were not at all insen
sitive to such an appeal. 

In general, the control exercised by 
the German Catholic hierarchy during 
the whole period of the elect0ral 
campaign was marked by great prudence 
and a sense of responsibiliry. In general 
it did everything possible not lO fuel, 
with partisan or improvised statements, 
the existing conflict between National 
Socialism and cl1e Zentrum. 

The Holy See did as much as well. 
From the documentation consulted, we 
see that in fact neither the Holy See nor 
the nuncio in Berlin intervened in any 
way to influence the bishops and the 
leaders of the Center party in a specific 
direction. 

In those months, the Secretariat of 
State limited itself only to examine what 
was happening in Germany, and tried 
in every way to remain outside of the 
complicated German political questions. 
Nevertheless, the secretariat looked with 
apprehension a1 all that was occurring 
in those months in such an important 
nation for the destiny of Europe. 

Although sharing the point of 
view of the German bishops in 
their condemnation of the National 
Socialist .ideology, and nourishing 
intense concern for the destiny of the 
Catholic Church in that country, the 
Vatican was also aware of the danger 
of an eventual 'Bolshevization' of 
Germany, which would have drawn 
the whole of Continental Europe into 
conflict, consigning it defenseless to 
Communism. 

This explains why at that moment 
the Vatican did not judge with excessive 
rigor Hitler· coming to power, much less 
so his political plan to create a Cennany 
with a scrong, authoritarian government 
on the model of that of Mussolini. 

The mos1 concroversial issue from the 
historical point of view refers, however, 
to the decisive support given by the 
Zentrum to the consolidation of Hitler's 
dictatorship, through the voting of the 
law on full powers of March 23, 1933. 

It should be recalled that the granting 
of full legislative powers by the Reichstag 
lO the chancellor was a procedure, 
although exceptional, provided by the 
Constitution and, therefore, legitimate. 

In our opinion, the responsibility of 
the Zentrum in regard to the consolida
tion of the power of rational Socialism 
is limited to the fact that with its vote it 
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made possible the enlargement of the 
chancellor's powers. 

This did not mean, however, the 
assumption of absoluce power - which 
remained in the hands of the army and 
of the pre5ident of the republic - by 
Hider. of which he was subsequently 
in\"ested by simple decree, undersigned 
by himself, after President Hindenburg's 
death. 

So, to put the burden of the advent 
of Hitler's dictatorship on the Zentrum, 
as is often done by certain political jour
nalists, seems to us, in addition to unjust, 
also erroneous on the plane of historical 
truth. 

It was the reactionary and conserv
ative forces of the state that permitted 
National Socialism to attain power in 
Germany and it was always the latter 
that allowed Hitler - although they did 
not know the ideas and political plan -
to be invested with full powers, deluding 
themselves by the idea of being able to 
dominate and manipulate him to their 
own advantage. 

Nor should it be forgotten, moreove1; 
that it was che voters in the elections 
of March 5, 1933, who confirmed such 
a choice, giving to Hitler's party a high 
percentage of the \·oces. 

If on March 23 the Center Parry 
had refused to vote full powers to the 

ational Socialists - who for the purpose 
of intimidating the Deputies had the 
building where the meeting was taking 
place surrounded by the SA - it would 
have used force to obtain this result, 
even by spilling innocent blood. 

In our opinion, the Deputies of the 
Center who voted in March 1933 the law 
of delegation of powers acted in good 
faith, thinking in this way of rendering 
a good service to the homeland, to 
preserve social and political peace and 
save the Constitution. And they certainly 
did not have before their eyes all the 
negative effects - many of which at that 
time were unforeseeable - which would 
then follow that assumption of powers. 

Q: National Socialist ideology turned 
out to be pagan and decidedly anti
Christian. But the most serious clash 
between the Nazis and the Catholic 
Church occurred with the 1933 law on 
compulsory sterilization. It was with this 
law that the Nazis began to implement 
in a criminal manner the selection of 
race. Can you illustrate for us how the 
Catholic Church reacted? 

On learning 

one's lessons 

I
T is not for us, the glamour 
of the Seven Hills, and the 

consciousness of membership, 
living and actual, in the Church 
of the Ages ... And yet, even now, 
we are not left without hope ... 
Mary... has not forgotten her 
children just because they have 
run away from their schoolmaster, 
and unlearnt their lessons, and 
are trying to find their way home 
again, humbled and terrified in 
the darkness. 

- Ronald Knox. writing, when still an 
Anglican in 1913, of the gulf separating the 
Churd1 of England and Rome.  Quoted in 

Ronald Knox by Evelyn Waugh. 

Fat.her Sale: In reality, the disa
greemencs between the Hoh· See and 
National Socialism began already the 
day after the stipulation of the July 1933 
Concordat, when, without hesitation, 
Hitler began to violate not just the spirit 
but also the letter, limiting at his pleasure 
the rights of the Church in matters of 
associations, formation, etc. 

However, as early as April 1933 the 
Holy See had let Hitler know, either 
through channels of papal diplomacy or 
through the mediation of Mussolini, of 
disapproval of the anti-Semitic legislation 
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adopted by the new government, as it was 
in violation of the natural law and did 
everything possible tO attenuate its rigor. 

It should be said, in any case, that it 
was the law on compulsory sterilization 
which entered into force at the begin
ning of 1934 that represented the first 
instance of a clash between the Vatican 
authority and that of the new German 
Reich, now decided on carrying out its 
eugenic theories in the matter of racial 
selection - theories that Pius XI openly 
condemned in the 1931 encyclical 'Casti 
Connubii: 

At the request of the Holy See, 
the German episcopate did everything 
possible - through pastoral letters, 
personal contacts with leaders of the 
regime, etc. - to obtain tl1e modification 
of the law on sterilization. 

Such mobilization of the German 
Catholic world led in fact to the modi
fication of the regulation of the applica
tion of the law, which was published on 
December 5, 1933. 

It contained two important clauses, 
which were drafted to be inserted in 
the final text by representatives of the 
bishops after exhausting meetings with 
government authorities and against the 
resistance of the radical wing of the 

ational Socialist Party. 
The first allowed persons affected by 

hereditary illnesses who did not want 
t0 be sterilized co recover in a clinic or 
health cemer; the second guaranteed 
exemption to members of staff who for 
reasons of conscience did not wish to be 
involved or be present at operations for 
sterilization. 

More fortunate was the courageous 
complaint made by some German 
bishops in 1941 against the program 
of euthanasia of individual carriers of 
hereditary illnesses, especially mental 

Moral busy 
bodies 

'OF all tyrannies a tyranny 

sincerely exercised for the 

good of its victims may be the most 

oppressive. It may be better to live 

under robber barons than under 

omnipotent moral busybodies'. 

- C. S. Lewis (I 898-1963), 'The 
Humanitarian Theory of Punishment: Res 

Judicarne (June 1953). 
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patients - the very ones on whom ster 
ilization was practised in virtue of the 
law of 1933 - whose maintenance was 
considered too onerous by the state. 

It was Bishop Clemens August Graf 
von Galen of Muenster who, in a homily 
on August 3, 1941, recounted in partic
ular how patients were killed who were 
brought in some cases, purposely predis
posed to this objective, and how relatives 
were given false news on the death of 
their dear ones. 

The bishop condemned these killings 
with force, describing them as real and 
proper crimes, and requested that those 
who were responsible be punished. 

The lack of respect for human life, he 
conti1rned, led in the end to the phys
ical elimination of all people held to be 
unable t0 work, such as the seriously 
ill, the elderly and wounded soldiers 
remrning from the front 

The Prussian 
Bishop's conference 

[August 1 7-19, 1932] 
prohibited Catholics 

from belonging to 
Hitler's Party 

Woe to the German people, von 
Galen warned, if it allows the killing of 
the innocent, leaving unpunished those 
who perpetrate such crimes. 

The homily made a profound impres
sion on the civilian people and also on 
German soldiers fighting at the front. The 
1azi leaders, seeing themselves attacked 

by the bishop's denunciation, reacted 
\,ith \iolence. Some called immediately 
for the hanging of von Galen, accused of 
the crime of high treason. 

However, Hitler reluctantly decided 
to pm off the rendering of accounts with 
the Church until the end of the war, in 
order not tO create ill will among the 
ci\·ilian population of that important 
region, and among numerous Catholic 
soldiers. 

In any event, an order of the 'Fi.ihrer' 
on the same date, August 3, 1941, offi
cially blocked the further implemen
tation of the euthanasia program. In 
subsequent years, despite Hider's orde1; 
euthanasia continued to be practised in 
some special situations. But the 

� official program on a large scale · 
was never taken up again. 

To 8£ CONTINUED. 
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Render to God 

the things that are 

God's 
'THE way the Pope's critics argue is simple, and in their view, 

decisive. They observe how John Paul II, while he unequivocally 
denounces the vices of totalitarianism and excessive liberalism, doesn't 
point out a middle way between these two errors. On the contrary, he 
leaves Christians free to choose the form of government that suits them 
best, on condition that it does not fall into the excesses of one or other 
of the abovementioned; and provided it respects the rights of the human 
person. There are many ways to exercise political power, and the Pope 
imposes no particular one on Christians. 

' "Si nee this is so, [his critics ask] why can't he grant the faithful this 
same liberty with regard to private morality? Why doesn't he content 
himself with recommending that they choose good and avoid evil, at 
the same time acknowledging that there exists between the one and 
the other a whole series of intermediate positions, about which it is 
justifiable for Christians to hesitate? 

' "Isn't it precisely thanks to these hesitations, followed by deliberate 
choices, that our conscences and personalities are formed? \Vhy shouldn't 
the right to self-determination which is granted to the faithful in public 
life, be extended to them in their private life? What purpose can be 
served by these moral directives which are nothing more than restraints 
that are incompatible with the liberty of the children of God?" 

'The children of God, alas, have received no heavenly guidance 
on constitutional matters. God said many things to them, but passed 
over politics, apart from inviting them, one day, to 'render to Caesar 
the things that are Caesar's and to God the things that are God's'. This 
advice appears revolutionary enough when you consider that it was given 
concerning a coin bearing the image of the Roman Emperor. For if we 
have to give back to Caesar the piece of metal with his image engraved 
on it, how much more do we have to give back to God our whole being, 
'made in hir image and likeness'? 

'And doesn't he whom the Holy Spirit has chosen as our Universal 
Pastor have the right to explain to us how we must fulfil this onerous yet 
beautiful obligation?' 

- Deft,,.,, du Pape by Andre Frossard, of the Acaden,je Fran_,.ise. Editions Fayard, 1993. 
Translated by Paul Stenhouse, MSC. 
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EXPLORING OUR CATHOLIC PAST 

Whatever Happened ... to the Apostles? 

5. ST. JAMES THE LESS1 

This is the fifth ef a series if fourteen articles by PAUL STENHOl; E i\1 C discussing Catholic tradition 
concerning the twelve Apostles, their baclrground, mission and manner ef death. The thirteenth will be 

devoted to Judas Iscariot and the final article will treat ef t Paul, the 7lpostle to the Gen.tiles: 

seventeen years 
•. ago an ossuary 
� or 'bone box' 

surfaced in 
• J e r u s a l e m  

a:........::. .... _,J,,,,1.�lr--dating from the 
first century AD and bearing the inscrip
tion: Ya'kov son of Joseph, brother of 
Yeshua - 'James, son of Joseph, brother 
of Jesus'. Controversy erupted immedi
ately over the genuiness of the inscrip
tion, and the dating of the limestone 
burial box. 

Mystery still surrounds the box. its 
provenance, the identity of it owner, 
and the identity of the 'James: Joseph,' 

'James the son of Alphaeus anc 
a cousin of the Lord ruled trn: 
Church at Jerusalem, ,·.rote a_,-, 

epistle and led a life of oenance. 
He converted many IO the u-cr 
Faith and was martyred i7l 1. "'e 
year 62.' 

-Roman Breviary, lnuoouc-..o:, .o 
the Feast of Sts Ph ;i ano Jz,= 

Apostles. May 3. 

and ·Je us mentioned in the imcnpooo.. 
None of lhe name was uncommon at 
that time, and there the matter restS. 

There are references to at least 
eight persons named Jame in lhe ·ew 
Testament. The five that principally 

Wonders of technology 

T
HE woman you're visiting is totally paralysed. She hasn't 
been able to blink for five years. But there's a look of intense 

concentration on her face, and she's staring at the computer screen 
in front of her. As you watch, you see the cursor move. Click. A lamp 
goes on in the room. Click. The word 'Hi!' appears on the screen. 

The scene, straight out of science fiction, is now being brought 
to life. euroscientists at Emory University in Atlanta, Georgia., and 
at the University of Tiibingen in Germany, have begun teaching 
paralysed people, through a sophisticated form of biofeedback, to 
turn on a television and even to communicate, all without moving a 
muscle. 

The Emory investigations implanted small electrodes in their 
patients' brains, in the region that controls movement. An amplifier 
mounted under the patients' scalps picked up signals from the 
electrodes, enabling the patients to 'hear' their brain cells at work. 
When the patients thought about moving a body part, they noted 
how the pattern of amplified brain signals changed. Through trial and 
error, they trained themselves to use their thoughts to reliably control 
the signals; various kinds of signals could then be transmitted to a 
nearby computer and associated with words or icons on a computer 
screen. 

- Emily Laber, 'Mind over Mouse, in 'The Scima,s, Jan/Feb 1999. 
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interest us here are as follows: 
James, son of Zebadee, brother of 
John.' 

2 James the son of AJphaeus.3 

3 .  Jame, the 'brother' of the Lord-♦ 
- Jame the brother of Joseph, whose 

mother \,·as Mary.s 
;). Jame, the brother of Jude.• 
6. � the first Bishop of Jerusalem.' 

·e di-cussed the life and death of 
j.ames.. , o of Zebadee in an earlier 
�� [Ann� 5 2CO-+). This month we 
.!ff: coucemed with the Apostle James. 
-i · _ Czthol.ic tradition, we suggest 
chat all ,u: of the Jamese mentioned 
abO\-e are ooe and ilie ..ame person: and 

The Roman Brenary. in identifying 
James lhe son of Alphaeus [Mauhew 
I0.3) with James ilie so-called 'brother' 
of the Lord (Manhew 13,55) who 
became the fir,,, bishop of Jerusalem, 
i followin" the judgement of Papias, 
bi hop ofHierapoli [60-130 AD] who 
wa a comemporary of the Apostles, 
and the opinion of t Jerome' [345-
J20) and Sc Aucustine,9 (354-430 AD] 
and the wm·ersal belief of the Catholic 
Chun::h in the WesL 

We are told br Sts Matthew and 
)lark cha1 James's father's name was 
Alphaeo:e Sc John gives him lhe Greek 
form of AJphaeus. viz.: C!ophas. James's 
mother was �lary, the sister of the 
mOlber of Jesus as St John tells us: 
�ear the cros, where Jesus hung stood 
hi modier. ";lh her sister Mary the wife 
ofCJopha.s 

Alphaeus [Clophas] and Mary had 
four sons - Jame known as 'the little; 
Jo�hua.' Jude and Simon: the 'brethren' 
of ilie Lord' - and three or more daugh
ters. 

Joseph lhe foster-father of Jesus 
would have died sometime between 8 
AD aod 26 AD, and we have no reason 
to think thac Alphaeu was alive during 
our Lord's public mini try. 
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What couJd have been more natural 
than that the two widowed sisters 
shared che family home in azareth, 
especially as the Virgin Mary had but 
one son, Jesus, and he was often away 
'about his father's business'? 

We first hear of James in the spring 
of 28 AD when he and his younger 
brother Judas Thaddaeus are invited 
by Jesus to join his special band of 
Apostles. 12 

William Smith13 speculates that 
'it is probable that these cousins, or 

as they were usually called 'brothers 
and sisters' of the Lord, were older 
than he was. Once, in the autumn of 
the same year, when a crowd gath
ered round Jesus to hear him preach, 
no one .had a chance co eat, and 'when 
his family heard of this they set out to 

take charge of him, for people were 
saying that he was out of his mind'." 
This smacks of older relatives 

trying to look after the interests of one 
younger than themselves. 

James the Less does not appear again 
until after the death and resurrection of 
Jesus. Sometime in the 40 day period 
t11at intervened between the resurrec
tion and the ascension of Jesus, the 
Lord appeared to James. We learn this 
not from the gospels but from Sr Paul: 
'Then he appeared to James and after
wards to all the Apostles'.'' 

In the year 37 AD Saul was converted 
from a fanatical oppressor of Christians, 
to an Apostle of the Faith. As he himself 
tells us, three years after this he went 
to Jerusalem, and was introduced by 
Barnabas co Peter and James.16 

In 44 AD when Peter escapes from 
prison, he instructs the household of 
Mary, mother of John Mark: 'Report 
this to James and to the members of the 
Church'." 

In 49 AD James presides over the 
first Council of Jerusalem. While it 
is Peter, as Chief of the Apostles, who 
speaks first and introduces the topic, it 
is James, the first bishop of Jerusalem, 
who 'sums up' the conclusions they 
arrived at. 18 

On his fourth visit to Jerusalem, St 
Paul, in the year 50 or 51 AD, describes 
James, along with Cephas [Peter] 
and John, as one of the 'pillars of our 
society'. '9 

That James was appointed as 
bishop of Jerusalem is mentioned by 
Epiphanius,'0 [315-403 AD] who, along 
with St John Chrysostom2

' 
(347-407 

A ONCE RlMOY£D 
HOU5£ MIG-H1 BE f.A5� 

Two times removed! 

O
NE day Longman, the publisher, showed Barham a note he had just 
received from Sydney, which ran: 'Dear Longman, I can't accept your 

invitation, for my house is full of country cousins. I wish they were once 
removed.' 
- Sydney Smith, [J 771-1845) wit, co-founder of the Edinburgh Review and Anglican Clergyman, 

quoted i.n The Smith of Smith.., by Hesketh Pearson., 1934. 
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Wealth and Nationalism 

O
NE of the most cultured, well
travelled and brilliant of fifteenth

century Europeans 
was Enea Silvio 
Piccolomini, who 
became Pope as 
Pius II in 1458. A 
novelist. a trusted 
civil servant of 
the Emperor of 
Germany and, for a 
while, even Bishop 
of Trieste, Enea was 
a Tuscan who was 
also, pre-eminently, 
a European. Writing 
in L 458, just before 
papal election, he 
was replying to German grievances 
against both the Roman See and the 
Italians who manned ic. No, Enea 

replied, you may blame the Italians 
but not the papacy itself. Italians, he 

admits. are money 
grubber but they 
aren·c alone in 
being so: ·You will 
never find a people 
who easil�- permit 
money to be taken 
out of their region. 
It is a common 
disease and spread 
equally over all 
provinces. For just 
as the Germans 
hate the Italians for 
this reason, so the 
Hungarians hate 

the Germans ... The Poles have the 
same grievance, so do the Danes and 
the Swedes: 

- Adrian Hastings, 71,e C,,n,tructwn of/Vatumhood, Cambridge University Press, 1997. 
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AD] and Pbotius,22 [810-895 AD] says 
that he was appointed by our Lord. 
Eusebius of Caesarea23 [260-340 AD) 
says that he was appointed by the 
Apostles. 

Flavius Josephus [37-100 AD] the 
Jewish historian who was in Jerusalem 
during the seige [70 AD] describes the 
death of James as follows: 

'Caesar, upon hearing of the death 
of Fesms, sent Albinus into Judea 
as procurator but the king deprived 
Joseph of the high priesthood, and 
bestowed the succession to that dig
nity on the son of Ananus, who was 
also himself called Ananus. Now the 
report goes, that this elder Ananus 
proved a most fortunate man; for he 
had five sons, who had all performed 
the, office of a high priest to Cod, and 
he had himself enjoyed that dignity a 
long time formerly, which had never 
happened to any other of our high 
priests; but this younger Ananus, who, 
as we have cold you already, cook the 
high priesthood, was a bold man in 
his temper, and very insolent; he was 
also of the seet of the Sadd ucees, who 
were very rigid in judging offenders, 
above all the rest of the Jews, as we 
have already observed; when, there
fore, Ananus was of this disposition, 
he thought he had now a proper 
opportunity [ to exercise his authority.] 
Festus was now dead, and Albinus 
was but upon the road; so he assem
bled the sanhedrim of the judges, and 
brought before them the brother of 
Jesus who was called Christ, whose 
name "·as James, and some others, [ or 
some of his companions;) and when 
he had formed an accusation against 
them as breakers of the law, he deliv
ered them co be stoned: but as for 
those who seemed the most equi
table of the citizens, and such as were 
the most uneasy at the breach of the 
laws, they disliked what was done; 
they also senr to the king (Agrippa,) 
desiring him to send to Ananus that 
he should act so no more, for that 
what he had already done was not to 
be justified: nay, some of them went 
also to meet Albinus, as he was upon 
his journey from Alexandria, and 
informed him that it was not lawful; 
for Ananus tO assemble a sanhedrim 
without his consent - whereupon 
Albinos complied with what they had 
said, and wrote in anger to Ananus, 
and threatened chat he would bring 
him to punishment for what he had 
done; on which king Agrippa took 
the High priesthood from him, when 
he had ruled but three months, and 
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made Jesus, the son of Damneus, High 
Priest.'' 
A Christian writer of the second 

century AD named Hegesippus [Joseph] 
who was like Josephus of Jewish origin, 

describes the life and death of James 
the Just in greater detail, but substan
tially agrees with Josephus." 

A constant tradition in the Church, 
based on Matthew 9,9 and Mark 2,14 
identifies St Matthew the Evangelist 
and Apostle as the Publican Levi son 
of Alphaeus, called by Jesus from his 
counting house after the healing of the 
paralytic in Capharnaum. 

Theodoretus of Cyrrhus [393-460 
AD] and St John Chrysostom [347-
407 AD] are followed by a unani
mous tradition in the Eastern Catholic 
Church that considers Matthew the 
son of Alphaeus and James the son 
of Alphaeus, to be brothers. Matthew 
therefore would have been one of the 
Lord's cousins. 

Because of the continuing contro
versy along polemical grounds by evan
gelical Protestants who refuse a priori 

to accept the perpetual v.irginity of the 
Blessed Virgin Mary, it may be helpful 
to add what Hegesippus, the 2nd 
century Christian writer of Jewish origin 
has to say about the successor of James 
as Bishop of Jerusalem. Writing in 160 
AD he notes, according to Eusebius, 
that 

'After the martyrdom of James and 
the capture of Jerusalem that immedi
ate! y followed, the report is that those 
of the apostles and the disciples of our 
Lord who were yet surviving, came 
together from all parts with those who 
were related to our Lord according 
to the flesh. For the greater part of 
them were still alive. These consulted 
t0gether t0 determine whom it was 
proper to pronounce worthy of being 
the successor of James. They unani
mously declared Simeon the son of 
Cleophas of whom mention is made 
in the sacred text, as worthy of the 
episcopal seat there. They said that 
he was the cousin" of our Saviour, for 
Hegesippus asserts that Cleophas was 
the brother-in-law of Joseph." 

To return to the mysterous ossuary 
or bone-box that has become the 
centre of a controversy about the 
'brother' of Jesus: if the box and its 
inscription are genuine, the James in 
question (allegedly 'son of Joseph') 
cannot be James the son of Alphaeus, 
who was the cousin of Jesus on his 
mother's side. 

How the West lost itself 

T
HE first question, then, is why 
belief evaporated, why the 

West has become so rapidly secu
larised. A number of factors might 
be cired, but underlying them and 
giving them force I would put the 
advance of egal
itariansim and 
individualism 
together with 
rhe progress 
of technology 
that made lives 
easier. Those 
of us used to 
the soft, thera
peutic religions 
of the present 
day forget how 
rigorous reli
gion used to 
be, Protestant 
as well as 
Catholic. As life 
became easier 
and di versions 
more plentiful, 
men are Jess 
willing to accept 
the authority 
of their clergy and less willing to 
worship a demanding God, a God 
who dictates how one should live 
and puts a great many bodily and 
psychological pleasures off limits. 

It was tempting for men who 
wanted freedom from religious 

prohibitions to accept the idea that 
science was steadily disproving reli
gion's claims. The three most influ
ential thinkers of the modern era, 
men who advanced their theories as 
science, either were bitterly hostile 

to religion or 
espoused theo
ries that could 
be read to 
undercut faith. 
Sigmund Freud 
assailed reli
gion 'in all of its 
forms as an illu
sion and there
fore recast it 
as a form of 
neurosis.' Karl 
Marx viewed 
religion as 
s u p e r s t i t i o n  
that opposed 
the progress 
of the working 
class. Charles 
Darwin offered 
the theory of 
evolution that 
was taken by 

many to disprove the theory of a 
Creator. Many people were particu
larly attracted to what they took to 
be the message of the new science of 
psychology: sex is the driving force 
of life and inhibitions are not only 
passe but dangerous. 

- Judge Robert H. Bork, S&iuching toward, C011wrra/� Regan Books, J 996. 

If the 'Joseph' and 'Jesus' are the 
family of Mary of Nazareth, then this 
James is a completely unknown step
brother of Jesus born to an [hypothet
ical) deceased wife of Joseph before 
his marriage 10 Mary. 

The ossuary will offer no solace 
to those 'Christians' who seek to 

� deny the perpetual virginity of the 
mother of Jesus." 

I. Also known a s  'JustuS: or 'the Jus, one: 
2. Mark, 1,19. 
3. Ma11hew 10,3. 
4. Marthew 13,55. 
5 .  Matthew 27,56. 
6 .  Jude I; Luke 6,16. 
7. Acts 12,17; 15,13; 21,18. 
8. 111 Jltatthaeu.m., 12, 49. 
9. Contra Faustum., 22,35. 
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10. John 19,25. 
11. Sometirocs referred 10 as 'Joseph� 
12. Mark 3,18; Luke 6,15,16. 
13 .  A fonnidable Protestant scholar and classicist. in his A 

[hctionary of the Bihl,, London, 1860, p.923. 
I 4 .  Mark. 3,20. 
15 .  I Corinthians, 15,7, 
16 .  Galatians l,18,19;Acts9,27. 
17 .  Aets 12, 17. 
18. Aets 15,13. 
19 .  Galatians 2,9. 
20. /laer,ses 78. 
21. Homilg I I, In I Ccn"nthi(l1,s- 7. 
22. Epi.rrle I 57. 
23. Hi.tlory, 2,23. 
24. 77,e Anh'{Uiti,s oj1he Jew,, Book 20, c 9 .  
2 5 .  Sec Eusebius, Ea:l,siastica/ Hi.rtory, Book lL c23. 
26. The word __ means a cousin on the mother's 

side. Mary, mother of Jesus. and .Mary mother o f  
James :md Simeo� were sisters. 

27. op.cit. Book 1.1, c23. 
28. See, e.g.Michael Killian, in The Daily Telegraph, 

Sydney, October 23, 2002: 'This Box of Bones Holds 
Christ Clue' ... 'Accordfog to the Bible. James was one 
or the fout brothers of Jesus: 



Memories of Byzantium 

in Jerusalem 
OR a long time I could not put a name to thi hk.:orical 
atmosphere. Then one day, standing in one of me Greek 
churches, one of those houses of gold full of hard highly 
coloured pictures, I fancied it came co me. le \·/1L .he 
Empire. And certainly not the raid of Asiaric bandits\ :e 

.&...........,11.:.a call the Turkish Empire. The thing which had caught my 

eye in that coloured interior was the carving of a two-headed ea�e 
in such a position as to make it almost as symbolic as a cross. fa-ery 
one has heard, of course, of the situation which thfa mighc well 
suggest, the suggestion that the Russian Church was far too much 
of an Established Church and the White Czar encroached upon 
the White Christ. But as a fact the eagle I saw was not borrowed 
from the Russian Empire; it would be truer to say that the empire 
was borrowed from the eagle. The double eagle is the ancient 
emblem of the double empire of Rome and Byzantium; the one 
head looking to the west and the other to the east, as if it spread 
its wings from the sunrise to the sunset. Unless I am mistaken, it 
was only associated with Russia as late as Peter the Great, though 
it had been the badge of Austria as the representative of the Holy 
Roman Empire. And what I felt brooding over that shrine and that 
landscape was something older not only than Turkey or Russia bm 
than Austria itself. I began to understand a sort of evening light 
that lies over Palestine and Syria; a sense of smooth ruts of custom 
such as are said to give a dignity to the civilization of China. I even 
understood a sort of sleepiness about the splendid and handsome 
Orthodox priests moving fully robed about the streets. They were 
not aristocrats but officials; still moving with the mighty routine of 
some far off official system. In so far as the eagle was an emblem 
not of such imperial peace but of distant imperial wars, it was of 
wars that we in the West have hardly heard of; it was the emblem of 
official ovations. 

When Heraclius* rode homewards from the rout of Ispahan 
With the captives dragged behind him and the eagles in the van. 

- G .  K. Chesterton, 11ie New Jerusalem. 
[*Heraclius, Byzantine emperor, 575-64 !) 
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Pope's Advice 
to the U.S. 

Bishops 
U ENEWAL of ,he Church in the Unit ed 
J. \.srn,es requires holiness in bishops as well 
as a style of governance than doesn't distance 
pastors from their flocks, says John Paul 11. 

This was pan of the message die Pope left 
"ith the bishops of the ecclesiastical region of 
Pennsylvania and New Jersey, with whom h e 

met Saturday a, the papal summer residence of 
Castel Gandolfo. The bishops were concluding 
their five-yearly visi1 10 the Vatican. 

following his personal meetings with U.S. 
bishops over the pas, few months, the Holy 
Father noted prelates' 'concern about 1he 
crisis of coi,fidence i.n the Church's leadership 
pro,·oked by the recenr sexual abuse scandals? 

There is 'the general call for accountability 
in tbe Church's governance on evety level and 
the relations between bishops. clergy and the 

I.a) faithful; he said .  
- 1  am convinced that today, as at every 

cmical moment in her history, the Church 
,-ill find ,he resources for an authentic self 
renewal in ,he wis dom, vision and zeal of 
bishops outstanding for d,eir holinesS: John 
Paul Il said 

"Saindv reformers like Gregory tbc Crea� 
Owies Borromeo and Pius X understood that 
d>e Church is only au1hemically 're-formed' 
wbeu she renim, to her origins ui a conscious 
'e".1'1-<>t»mi<>n of the apoStolic 'Il-adition and 
.a � ��aJuarion of her institutlons in 
a �of the Go.peI: the Pope said. 

i,. die presem circumstances of the Church 
n America. dris ,.ilJ entail a spiritual discern
-md cnoque of certain styles of govern
.-r which. e,-en in tbe name of a legitimate 
� for ;;ood ad.ministration and respon
!iile � can run the risk of distancing 
dar � from the members of his flock, and 
� � image as tbeir father and brother 
m � die Holv Father cautioned. 

Each bi;hop �USI develop 'a pastoral style 

..._.,is-more open 10 collaboration with 
all p-otmded in a clear understanding of the 

� becween the ministerial priest 
bood md the common priesthood of the 
bapi,,ed' be cominued. 

'ttoilc the bishop himself remains respon
sible for me autboritative decisions which he 
isC211ed t0 make in the exercise of his pastoral 
� ecdesial communion also presup• 
poses tbe participation of every category of the 

fahful inasmuch as they share responsibility 
for d>e good of the panicular Church which 
cbey tbem;;elves form; the Pope said. 

'Experience shows that when priority is 

main!� gjven to outward stability. the impetus 

ro per.'Onal conversion, e�-clesial renewal and 
missionary zeal can be lost and a false sense of 
securit\ ·  can ensue; he warned. 

"The painful period of self-examina
tion provoked by ,he events of the past two 
years will bear spiritual fruit only if it leads 
me whole Catholic community in America 

10 a deeper understandi.ng of the Church's 

authentic nature and mission� aod a more 
intense commionem 10 malung the Church in 
your country reflect. in every aspect of her life. 
the Light of Christ's grace and truth; the Holy 
Father said. 

s 



SPECIAL PLEADING 

Ideology and Scientific Enquiry 

DECEPTION IN THE NAME OF SCIENCE? 

FrERLewRockwell. 
corn p u b l i s h e d  
m y  'Science and 
Religion Quiz,' I 
received several 
e-m a i l s  f r o m  

�....l����-�r e a d e r s  w h o  
were distraught that I would defend 
the Catholic Church's prosecution and 
subsequent imprisonment (albeit under 
a relatively mild house arrest) of Galileo. 
Those readers were mistaken about my 
views (perhaps through my own lack 
of clarity): nothing in that article was 
meant to suggest that the Church was 
justified in taking legal action• against 
Galileo for expressing what the Church 
regarded as heretical ideas. As a liber
tarian, I believe that only rights viola
tions should trigger legal actions. And, 
as I see it, expressing an idea, even an 
idea that some people sincerely believe 
is quite harmful, can never constitute a 
rights violation. 

But I was surprised to receive one 
e-mail, from a trained physicist and 
astronomer, who essentially said that 
I had been too easy on Galileo. His 
note prompted me to look more deeply 
into the relationship between Galileo 
and the Church. I since have read four 
books entirely or significantly devoted 
to the history of that relationship: 
Galileo in Rome, by William R. Shea 
and Mariano A.rtigas, Galileo's Mistake, 

by Wade Rowland, Galileo: Heretic, by 
Pietro Redondi, and Against Method, 
by Paul Feyerabend. As a result, I have 
learned that the 'history' of Galileo and 
the Church that most of us learned in 
school, and that is conveyed in many 
popular science books, is largely a 
myth created in order to discredit, most 
specifically, the Catholic Church and, 
more generally, the religious approach 
in all its manifestations. 

I recently wrote a review of the 
first two of those books, which will be 
published soon, where l discuss many 
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GENE CALLAHAN 

of the general features of 'the myth of 
Galileo.' In this article, I will comment 
on just one representative instance of it. 

The popular science writer John 
Gribbin has written a book entitled 
The Scientists: A History of Science Told 
Through the Lives of Its Greatest Inventors. 
In it, Gribbin (p. 95) describes the 
seventeenth-century dispute over che 
nature of comets, between Galileo and 
several prominent Jesuit astronomers, 
as follows: 

"Th.ree comets were seen in 1618, and 
when a group of Jesuits ... published a 
rather fanciful account of their signif
icance, Galileo replied in withering 
terms, sarcastically suggesting that they 
seemed to think that 'philosophy is 
a book of fiction by some author, like 
the Iliad ... ' (When Galileo says 'philos
ophy,' he means what we would call 
science, which was referred co as natural 
philosophy in bis day.) 

Gribbin continues: 'He had a point., 
and [respect for observed faces) is 
indeed a distinguishing feature of real 
science. Unfortunately, on this occasion, 
Galileo's explanation of comets was also 
wrong, and there is no point relating the 
details of the argument here ... ' 

Gribbin is certainly correct in 
asserting that science must pay careful 

attention to human observations of 
reality. But he leaves the reader with the 
impression that, in the dispute in ques 
tion, the Jesuits had merely concocted 
a 'fanciful account' of the nature of 
comets, while Galileo, although not 
arriving at what we today would regard 
as the correct theory - after all, even 
the greatest scientists sometimes make 
mistakes - had at least followed the 
spirit of scientific procedure in devel
oping his ideas. But just what were the 
respective theories of the two sides, and 
why is there 'no point' in examining 
them? 

Pietro Redondi, unlike Gribbin, 
does not think it pointless to examine 
these theories in Galileo: Heretic. He 
finds that the Jesuit astronomers' 
report on the comets, issued in 1619, 
won the approval of the prestigious 
Collegio Romano 'because it docu
ments the scientific quality of obser
vational astronomy cultivated by the 
order.' Their report, relying on the 
recent advances in astronomy made by 
Tyco Brahe, is summarized by Redondi 
as follows: 'The exiguous size of the 
parallax [i.e., comets did not change 
their position against background scars 
very much, even when observed from 
widely separated places in Europe, 

Migration: the up-side 

E
VERYONE is liberal oo some issues and conservative on others. I am a liberal on 
m igration. People should be able to live where they please. And if so-called asylum 

seekers in Britain were permitted to work, we would have much better domestic services 
from keen young immigrants who seek to better themselves. What's wrong with that? It is 
always a good  sign when migrants wane to get imo your country. I think it is excellent that 
more than 10 per cent of the population of Ireland - 400,000 people - are now immigrants. 
There are said to be 50,000 Chinese people in Dublin alone, although no one knows the 
exact number. But each time I g o  to Dublin - which is about twice a month - the Chinese 
population has apparently doubled. These young Chinese people are hard-working and 
very polite, and they frequently offer me thei r seats on the crowded Dublin buses. Many 
small shops in central Dublin are now run by the Chinese. I t  is an extraordinary social 
revolution which will bring great benefits to Ireland in the coming times. 

- Mary Kenny, Tlie Spectator, Nov 22, 2003. 
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indicating that they were fairly distant 
from the earth), the constant motion 
of a planetary type, the lack of tele
scopic enlargement, led [ the Jesuits) to 
place the cornet in a position between 
the moon and the sun: a celestial body 
in motion along a great circle, brilliant 
with reflected solar light, unlike what 
Aristotle had maintained. Once again, 
Jesuit astronomy gives the Collegio 
Romano an example of its open
minded freedom of research, as when 
it had officially recognized the discov
eries of the Starry Messenger [Galileo's 
book in which he had described the 
findings he made by employing a tele
scope to explore the heavens)' (p. 41 ). 
The seventeenth-century Jesuit astron
omers, based on their careful observa
tions, had arrived at a theory of comets 
somewhat like the one that astrono
mers hold today . I have no doubt that 
modern scientists would find their 
theory unsatisfactory in some respects 
- but are there any astronomical theo
ries that were current during the seven
teenth century that would be completely 
acceptable today? 

And what of Galileo? Redondi (p. 
41) notes that the only comet Galileo 
had seen was when he was thirteen. (He 
was plagued by arthritis attacks during 
the appearances of the three comets 
in 1618, and so was unable to venture 
out to observe them.) However, he was 
aware that 'a celestial body endowed 
with noncircular motion ... was a threat 
to the Copernican system. So, without 
observations and without calculations, 
GaWeo ... took a position in the debate 
.. .' (Red on di, p. 31). 

Just what was that position? Well, 
in order to avoid any potential embar
rassment to Copernicanism, Galileo 
decided 'to deny the physical reality of 
comets. They were not celestial bodies, 
but luminous appearances like rainbows 
or the sun's reflection on the sea at 
sunset' (Redondi, p. 32, emphasis mine). 
Comets, Galileo contended, were merely 
a visual phenomenon that did not corre
spond to any actual entities. 

The Jesuits were stunned by Galileo's 
theory. They responded that 'it is suffi
cient to have seen a comet "only once," 
with the naked eye or a telescope, to 
understand that it is not a matter of 
the play of light.' Father Orazio Grassi, 
'an expert in the field of optics' (which 
Galileo was not), and other Jesuit 

The Church 

Militant 

T
HE Catholic Christian is a king 
and a priest and no brainless 

herded animal. He is not even the 
'common man', a shabby wretch who 
can do no better than howl with the 
mob - preferably with sheep rather 
than wolves. He ought to face the 
Church's problems as they really are, 
that is as timeless problems. In this 
context, paradoxically, 'timeless' does 
not mean 'outside time� buc 'above 
time', forming and determining time. 
It might be objected ac this point, that 
this amouncs 10 the triumphalism that 
is supposed to be 'ouc'. othing of 
the kind. The Church Triumphant is 
not of this world, although flashes of 
its radiance do shine down upon us 
from time to time, and the Suffering 
Church, too, in its passivity, likewise 
belongs to another dimension. But 
the Church Militant is a creative and 
creating Church, wresrling with this 
world as an artist with his medium -
color, scone, cement, sound, words. 
Obedient to her Lord's command, she 
tries to renew the face of th.e earth, not 
looking for the applause of the ladies 
or expecting a patronising smirk from 
the 'Prince of this World'. 

- The 1imeks, Chrirrian, by Erik Von 

Kuehnelt - Leddhin, l 969. 

astronomers, offered 'a whole range of 
[scientific) refutations of Galileo's inter
pretive model' (Redondi, p. 43). 

So, once we actually examine the 
arguments put forth by the Jesuits and 
by GaWeo, which Gribbin claimed there 
was no point in discussing, it turns out 
that it was the Jesuit astronomers, and 
not Galileo, who based their conclu
sions on careful observation. Galileo, 
without having engaged in any scien
tific observation of comets whatsoever, 
was willing to dismiss them from phys
ical reality because they were incon
venient for another theory he held. It 
was the Jesuit astronomers, and not 
Galileo, who had the more accurate 
theory of comets. And it was Galileo 
who was spinning a mere fancy, based 
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on his faith in Copernicanism, while bis 
Jesuit opponents explicitly contradicted 
the Catholic Church's favorite natural 
philosopher, Aristotle, based on their 
scientific studies. 

So what was Gribbin clunking when 
he penned the lines I quoted above? I 
can only imagine two possibilities: either 
he was so sloppy in his research that he 
never bothered to look into what the 
competing theories of comets were, or 
he was so committed to the myth of 
Galileo that he was willing to deliber
ately deceive his readers in order to 
promote it. Since he acknowledges that 
Galileo's theory of comets was incor
rect, the evidence, unfortunately, seems 
co suggest the latter conclusion. No 
wonder that Gribbin decided that 'there 
is no point relating the details of the 
argument here,' since doing so would 
have plainly contradicted the conclu
sion cowards which he was steering his 
readers! In the interest of defending 
scientific objectivity, Gribbin ignored 
the objective facts about the historical 
events in question, instead choosing to 
promote an ideologically inspired myth. 

If Gribbin's misrepresentation 
were unique, it would not be worth 
commenting upon. However, I believe 
that it typifies the historical distortions 
that are often used in order to elevate 
science and denigrate religious belief. 
The fact that such tactics are sometimes 
employed in the name of science does 
not, of course, condemn science itself, 
which, ideally, stands apart from any 
ideology. Nor does the fact that Galileo 
occasionally used similar methods of 
argumemacion to demote him from the 
ranks of great scientists. And, as a last 
caveat, w;tli which I ,vill attempt to deter 
another batch of angry e -mails, I herein 
dedare that I do not believe that because 
Jesuit astronomers had a better theory 
of comets than Galileo, the Church was 
justified in prosecuting him. 

Bue historical misrepresentations, 
such as Gribbin's, do expose the ideo
logical nature of the program forwarded 
by those who desire science to have 
absoluce hegemony over all of 
the other modes of experience �' 
through which humans attempt� 
to understand their world. 

Gene Callahan, the author of Economics for Real 
People, is an adjunct scholar of the Ludwig von 
Mises Institute and a contributing columnist to 
LewRockwelJ.com. 
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THIS IS 

YOUR CHANCE 
TO PROMOTE THE 

FAITH! 

Do you • wish to be active in the Church? 

• have talents that are unused? 

• want to help your fellow Catholics? 

• hope to learn more about the Faith? 

Annals Needs You! 

We are seeking one or two Catholics 
in every parish in Australia, who have 
the time and are willing to be Annals 
Promoters. If you are interested, please 
write today to: 
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Annals Promoters 

P.O. Box 13 
Kensington NSW 2033 
Phone(02)96627894 

• Country 
• City � 
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POLITICAL CORRECTNESS 

Reflecting on the horror ef the Bes/an School Massacre 

EVIIJS TRUE NAME 

E'VE been t ip 
toeing around 
the real nature 

• of terrorism 
for far too 
long. 

The horror 
in Russia compels us to recognise the truth 
about this evil 

ENOUGH. Finally enough with the 
evasions and excuses - the pretence that 
this had nothing to do with Islamism. No, 
the evil that turned a Russian school into a 
slaughterhouse is coo great and too threat
ening for more such polite fictions. 

Consider: the terrorists who seized the 
school in Beslan refused co give their 1100 
hostages water - not even children who 
after two days in stifling heat were uncon
scious from thirst. 

Consider: one child, 10-year-old 
Stanislav Tsarakhov, said he'd seen a boy 
beg a terrorist for water, 'but instead of 
giving him water he drove his bayonet 
through the boy's body'. 

Consider: when a teacher, Elza 
Viktorovna, pleaded for the terrorists to 
at least spare the children, she was asked, 
'Have you finished?', and when she 
nodded was shot dead. 

Consider: when the terrorists exploded 
into their final orgy of bloodletting, they 
shot in the back many children who tried 
to flee. 

Reporters described how one rescuer 
carried out a girl while trying frantically to 
keep her insides from spilling out of the 
hole blown in her back. They described, 
too, how one female terrorist wounded 
and then killed a father as he ran to the 
school to save his children. 

Aveta Aylyarova, a grandmother, told 
how she tried to help children who made 
it to her house, and how a girl shot in the 
legs cried: 'Help me, aunty, fm dying: 

And look now at the funerals - like 
that of Sveta Aylyarova, just six, who was 
carried to her grave dressed in lace and 
with a pink teddy at her feet. 'She was a 

By ANDREW BOLT 

beautiful, smart little girl; cried a relative, 
a man who could barely speak for grief. 

We need to know the depravity of 
what was done in Beslan because we need 
to understand there is now moving in 
the world an ideology tl1at spurs men to 
commit horrors beyond even our night
mares. 

And we need to realise a movement 
that can plan and work such evil in Beslan 
knows no boundaries of any kind. What 
might such people be planning next, and 
where and with what weapons? Surely no 
one can be safe. 1o massacre is unimag
inable. 

5fA1U� 

True believers 

'THEY all claim to be true 
believers, but are they?' Harding 

paused for a contemplative sip of 
his own. 'Only when it suits them, I 
think. But that depends on who one 
is talking about. Suslov, for example, 
believes totally - but the rest of them? 
To some greater or lesser extent, they 
do and they don't. I suppose you can 
characterise them as people who used 
to go to church every Sunday, then fell 
away from the habit. Part of them still 
believes, but some greater or lesser 
part does not. What they do believe in 
is the fact that the state religion is the 
source of their power and status. And 
so, for all the common folk om there, 
they must appear to believe, because 
beEeving is the only thing that gives 
them that power and status'. 

-Tom Clancy, Red Rabbit, .Penguin, 2002. 
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But what have we seen in so much 
of the coverage of this carnage, in which 
more than 350 people were killed, nearly 
half of them chilcken? 

Once again we have seen toxic excuses 
and evasions of the kind the US had to 

endw·e after September 11, and that even 
we suffered after BaLi. 

First, there was the blaming of the 
devastated victims - this time of Russia. 
What wickedness had Russia done, it was 
asked. to bring this on itself'? 

And then there was the pretence that 
these terrorists - or, rather 'rebels' or 
'militants' - were not motivated at all by 
Islamism. 

The European Union, typically, was 
very quick to treat Russia as the accused, 
demanding it explain 'how the tragedy 
could have occurred: implying Russian 
soldiers were to blame. 

The Council of Europe urged the world 
to gang up on Russia - 'to keep up the 
pressure for a resolution to the Chechen 
conflict' - as if the child-murderers of 
Beslan were simply reacting to its undeni
ably harsh rule in Chechnya. 

Much of the commentary, particularly 
from the Left, took up the same themes, 
just as the terrorists would have hoped. 
The terrorists were ritually deplored, of 
course, but it was the Russian President, 
Vladimir Putin, who, perversely, was put 
on trial. 

'Toll rises as Putin admits fatal errors; 
cried the front-page lead of Monday's 
Age - which described the terrorists as 
simply 'Chechen militants' and nowhere 
mentioned the words 'Islamic' or 
'Muslim'. 

Putin 'faces his own questions: intoned 
hose Kerry O'Brien on the 7.30 Report on 
Monday, calling the terrorists 'Chechen 
rebels'. Again, nowhere in his introduction 
or the moving report that followed was 
Islam mentioned. 

Putin 'now faces the roost serious chal
lenge of his presidency: declared SBS, 
which then had the Islamic Council 



of Vict0ria condemn Putin·s actions in 
Cheduwa. 

It is ·asrnnishing how far some medja 
oudecs wem to avoid even hlnting that the 
cerrori cs were Muslim, let alone lslamist 
extremists. 

On Monday, Channel 9's evening news 
showed a clip of one captured terrorist 
pleading for hls life. 

'I swear by Allah, I did not shoot. l 
swear by Allah, f did feel sorry for the chil
dren,' he srud in Russian. But Channel 9's 
Eng)jsh translation dropped alJ his refer
ences to Allah. 

This was just a Chechen rebel, you see, 
not an Islamist terrorist. Russia to blame, 
Islamism not 

The u-ouble witJ1 that script starts with 
the fact that the Beslan hostages were 
being slaughtered even before Russian 
tro0ps stormed the school. 

Men and women had for days been 
hauled off by the terrorists into one class
room co be shoe dead and flung from a 
window. 

One man was shot in front of the chil
dTen as a warning to shut up. Children 
were close to death from dehydration, 
while others were forced to drink urine 
to survive. And then the terrorists' bombs 
began to explode in the gym, crowded 
with women and children. 

Don't blame the Russian olruers for 
then rushing in to stop the massacre, 
losing a dozen of their own in their frantic 
attempts. 

or is i.t at all dear yet that most of the 
terrorists were the 'Chec11en rebels' we've 
been told of so often. 

Perhaps they will turn out to have been 
just that, even though the main Checl1en 
rebel leader, the fugitive fonner Checl1en 
'president' Asian Maskhadov, denies it -
and even though many Chechens, given 
increasing autonomy by Putin, would 
rather be ruled by Russia than by such 
animals. 

But there arc also indications that at 
least some of the killers were not Chechen 
at all. 

Russian officials have variously clrumed 
- without giving proof - that the more 
than 30 terrorists who seized the Beslan 
school included 10 Arabs, as well as an 
African, Russian and Ossetian, and some 
lngush, Chechens and Ka.zaks. 

Journalists in Beslan have also said 
books in Arabic were later found in the 
rums after the siege. 

If true - if - this suggests the operation 

Popular culture 
TT is not without significance that 
1-the Beatles flourished in the middle 
years of the Cold War. Their appeal 
has always been explained as part of 
a general reaction against the Cold 
War mentality; their arrival seemed 
10 many people to represent the 
moment Americans finally overcame 
the anxious conformity of the nine
teen-fifties. Their effect was to help 
create the myth of a great indigenous 
American popular culture, the popular 
culture that was one of the secret 
weapons of the Cold War, and that 
now seems on its way to becoming 
the culture of the whole world. Jobn 
Lennon and Paul McCartney did 
for American music what Fran,;ois 
Truffaut and Jean-Luc Godard did 
for American film: they validated it 
for a culturally insecure people. We're 
not insecure anv more. \\'e exported 
a mass-market· commercial culture 
to Europe in the nine1een-fiftes and 
got back a hip and smart popular art 
form in the nineteen-sixties. And we're 
happy now to pretend it's ours. 
- Louis Menand, 'Why they were Fab; 71ie 

New J&rier, October I 6 &c 23, 2000. 

was by a group with far more on its mind 
than Chec11en independence. Indeed, the 
one captured terrorist ofBeslan, Nur-Pashi 
Kulayev, allegedly told interrogators his 
leader said ilie real aim was to 'trigger a 
war throughout the Caucasus: far beyond 
tiny Chechnya.. 

And inside the schoo� according to 15-
year-old hostage Yana. K.haya.ba., a Musl.im 
herself, 'the terrorists talked to us about 
Islam and how Allah was the only one to 
kneel before'. 

Nor is it news that Islamist groups have 
sent fighters and money into the region. 

Russia has long claimed a.I-Qaida 
has deep ties with the most lethal of the 
Checl1en warlords, Shami! Basayev, who 
has become steadily more Isla.mist and 
more bruta� adopting the suicide auacks 
that are the hallmark of Muslim terrorists. 

Chechnya, and neighbouring Russian 
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lands, is now yet one more battlefield in 
the lslamist jihad tl1at has ki.Ued so many 
civilians in so many countries - from 
Australians in Bali co Masons in Turkey; 
from Nepalese cooks in Iraq, to Arneiicans 
in offices in New York. And Muslims 
everywhere. 

The fighters for this cause do not want 
simply independence for a scrap of Russia .  

To call them 'Chechen rebels', rather 
than Islamist terrorists, is to pretend they 
have limited demands that could be met. 
That they have a ea.use that has notl1ing to 
do with us. 

Jo. Theirs is a corTUption of lslarn that 
demands the end of our civilisation, and 
of democracy in Muslim lands. Theirs is a 
bastard Islam that would rather kilJ than 
let live. That worships death, and licences 
the murder of children. 

Too many of our commentators will not 
face this harsh fact. But a few moderate 
Muslims are, at last, speaking out against 
thls fundamentalist tltreat to them, to their 
religion, and to the children of towns as 
far away as Beslan, or near. 

'Most perpetrators of suicide operations 
in buses, schools and residential buildings 

around the world for the past I O years 
have been MusUms; wrote Abdulrahma.n 
al-Rasheed, head of the Al-Arabiya TV 
channel on Saturday. 

In a biner column in the pan-Arab 
newspaper Asharq AI-Awset, he added: 
'Our terrorist sons are an end-product of 
our colTl.lpted culture: 

The editor of the Kuwruti daily A l 
Siyassa, Ahmad AI-Jarallah, insisted lslamist 
extremism be fought by spreading democ
racy in Muslim counoies sucl1 as Iraq, and 
defending ir by force, with America's help: 
'Terrorism can be tackled only through war, 
and only the United States ... is capable of 
handling such a war: 

They understand this war - but we 
surely won't i f  we keep misnaming our 
enemy. 

So let's be clear. The men and women 
who shot clilldren in the ha.ck m Beslan 
were not 'Chechen rebels: 'Checl1en mili
tants' or, as SBS put it, a 'pro-Chechen 
commando group'. 

They were tenorists undoubtedly, and 
Islamist almost cen:ainly. Some may have 
been Chechen, too, but that is nOL 

� what made them so evil, or what · 
makes their cause so lethal, even . 
to us. 

ANDREW BoLT is a columnist wi1.h the Melbourne Sw,
Herold, in which this aiticlc first appeared. 
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MEDIA MATTERS 

By ]Al\lIES MURRAY 

High Four Howard 

Beyond John Howard ... Hold on. Is there a 
beyond? In any case, no comfort for your corre
spondent in calling the federal election wrong 'l\ith 
so many contemporaries. John Howard may have 
lost his timing but he did not lose the election. An 
earlier judgement was more pertinent: Howard is 
at his most wily against odds. He turned what was 
predicted to be a close-run thing into a spendand
spin walkover so comprehensive we mar have co 
start thinking of the Howard era as we think of the 

Hasn't be watched George Gregan? Or Peter 
Stirling? Or, in fading newsreels, "The Mighty Atom: 

Menzies era. 
lnterescingly in the 

Menzies era the gap 
between workers wages 
and management sala
ries was not as wide as 
it is now is. Yes, ,vorkers 
now have better super. 
But managment has super 
super plus performance 
bonuses, share options, 
etcetera. Howard's ambi
tion to reform industrial 
relations must surely take 
account of the whole spec
turm? 

Low Mark 

Mark Latham? He's 
far from era-making. In 
his environment policy, 
he neglected to follow 
Ernest Hemingway's 
advice: 'Never lead to a 
counter-puncher.' Howard 
is a counter-puncher. 
Bop! And Howard was 
surrounded by cheering 
timber industry workers. 
No wonder. In political 
terms, he resolved the 

Pacsy Gallagher of Glasgow Celtic? 
Ironically, Greens leader Bob Brown, who 

assisted Latham to a leafier mindset, came up 
smelling of well, how about old-growth forests? 

Richer For Poorer 

)-or was �lark Latham's education policy era
making. It invoh·ed the threat to transfer govern
ment funding from rich schools ro poorer ones. He 

Who was 
handicapped?� 

T
HE possession of great physical 
strength is no mean assistance to a 

straightforward life. The later Professor 
Fawcett, who, though blind, delighted, 
arm-in-arm with a friend, to skate furi
ously on the fens, never could he 
brought ro share the fears entailed on his 
behalf by some of the less stalwart of his 
acquaintances. 'Why: he used to exclaim 
apologetically, 'even if I do run up against 
anybody, it is always the other fellow who 
gets the worst of it'. 

would have done better 
to criticise the mani 
fest absurdity of  funding 
calculated on the basis 
of earnings in the postal
code areas where schools 
are located. 

Consider England's 
Eton, the world's most 
prestigious, if not richest 
school, preferred by the 
royal family. Yet it is 
located in a postal-code 
area by no means rich. 

ow consider the reaction 
were a British government 
co fund Econ on the egal
itarian. Australian basis 
devised bv the Howard 
Coalition. 

Here ic may be worth 
pointing out that Eton was 
originally established by 
Henry II for the benefit 
of poor boys. Okay, it stiU 
educates some scholarship 
winners as a relic of the 
Catholic Middle Ages, so 
often denigrated, but an 
era when money was not 
the measure of all things, 

much debated pub question: can a fast little boxer 
beat a bigger, slower boxer. That Howard was a 
veteran, Latham a novice only added to the spice. 

when education and its funding were seen as ad 

maiorem Dei gloriam. 

Uni Fury So, too, did Latham's attempt to overbear 
Howard in a handshake encounter. Hasn't Latham 
ever had a smaller player run rings around him? 

How many Catholic universities are needed in 
Australia? Sydney is the immediate locus for brisk 
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on-going discussions on this question. Historical 
context may help: Scotland, when its total popu
lation was much less than Sydney's, let alone 
Australia's, had three great Catholic universities: 

back benches, not to muck about like York, but to 
make judicious speeches on his specialities: defence 
and the American alliance. Could he refuse a call to 
the leadership if Latham (who also retreated before 
advancing) lumbers into trouble (again) with a 
counter-puncher? 

Aberdeen, St Andrews and Glasgow. Europe as 
a whole was made by the abundant spread of its 
universities. 

That said, it may be worth noting The Economist 

(syndicated Tlze Australian Oct0ber 6) pointed out 
that relying on the public purse has been a disaster 
for European universities. It exempted only Ox.ford 

Policies Policies 

\\That, however, of the essence of politics: poli
cies? Kim Beazley above all should realise the fool
ishness of ceding ground with attack potential. Yet 

and Cambridge, again 
mediaeval foundations, 
given generous endow
ments, bread cast upon the 
waters which has returned 
a hundredfold in terms of 
scholarship, culture and 
prestige. 

Och McKay 

The wise man of the 
election was commen
tator Hugh McKay. He 
made it clear that his qual
itative focus group polling 
(now there's a spun
sugar mouthful of jargon) 
showed two years ago that 
Labor could not win. Kerry 
O'Brien on the ABC's 
7.30 Report was justifiably 
gobsmacked. What, he 
asked, could Labor have 
done? 

'Nothing,' McKay said. 
And went on to point 
out how spin doctors, 
journalises and others 
have a vested interest in 
describing elections as 'too 
close to call', 'down to the 
wire: et cetera. 

McKay's main point was 
that Howard began his 
election campaigns, the day 
after he was r e -elected and 
that Labor should imitate 
him. 

�--- - - - - - ----------, this is what the Labor 

Win - lose 

TI THAT Protestantism had started 
VV to do in freeing man spiritually, 

capitalism continued to do mentally, 
socially, and politically. Economic 
freedom was the basis of this 
development, the middle class was its 
champion. The individual was no longer 
bound by a fixed social system, based 
on tradition and with a comparatively 
small margin for personal advancement 
beyond the traditional limits. He was 
allowed and expected to succeed in 
personal economic gains as far as his 
diligence, intelligence, courage, thrift, 
or luck would lead him. His was the 
chance of success, his was the risk to 
lose and to be one of those killed or 
wounded in the fierce economic battle 
in which each one fought against 
everybody else. 

- Erich Fromm, 77,e Fear of Freedom, 1960, p. 92. 

Party did in accepting the 
GST. Former secretary of 
the Treasury John Stone, 
no lefty, opposed the tax 
on the basis it would give 
governments more money 
than they would know 
what do with. Pace Stone, 
the Howard Coalition 
knew what to do with 
GST and other surpluses: 
take them from the piggy
bank like a nannie bribing 
the kiddiewinks to be 
good little voters. 

But is this what a 
Lib e r a  1- d o m.i n a t e d  
government should be 
doing, over-taxing to 
provide election bribes? 
Labor, of course, could 
not ask the question 
because of its prema
ture GST decision. In 
any case, a difficult ques
tion for Labor, the tax is 
socialist in philosopy and 
the dream come true of 
French econocrats who 
gave it to the world. It is 
also a dream come true 
for the all the state Labor 
premiers who enjoy its 
benefits. 

Fort Telstra 

Duke Kim 

Not ceding ground is an absolute necessity in the 
media field which includes Telstra. The astounding 
success of Howardisro (by Thatcherism out of 
Hawke-Keatingism) may persuade some that total 
free enterprise is the future. 

Apropos. Kim Beazley certainly started his next 
election campaign swiftly by going to the Grand 
Old Duke of York for his strategy. As the duke 
advanced up and retreated down, so does Beazley. 
He advanced ro Labor's front for the election to aid 
Latham in pinching out the dangerous salient of his 
Iraq policy. 

Beazley has now beat a strategic retreat to the 

But a glance at what is fondly called 'our region' 
shows this ain't necessarily so. The city state, 
Singapore, is a modern equivalent of old Venice 
with a trading reach far beyond its local seas. And 
Singapore is a mixed economy, its private enter
prises in creative tension with its state enterprises. 
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Telsua, fully privatised, would obviously be 
subject co market forces, induding take-over by an 
organisation with the necessary finance and exper
tise, say Singapore's state communications enterprise. 
Now there's an expansion Singapore's founding 
father, Lee Kuan Yew, would appreciate. 

Morris Gong 

Graeme Morris, a defter 
spinner in his field than 
Shane Warne is in his, has 
some new letters after his 
name: PR. Good to see. 
Your correspondent has 
remarked on the Morris 
media credits neglecting 
to mention the prestigious 
nature of his business. 

Pedestal Doco 

be the mother of God become man, thus creating 
a seismic, spiritual shift, deserved at least a throw
away comparison? God is one. Does He need his 
angel Gabriel to deliver a message beyond that ulti
mate? Or are we listening tO a parallel revelation? 
So where does that put America's prophets, up to 

and including L Ron Hubbard? 
One of the talking heads, Karen Armstrong 

(author of a biography, Muhammed) emphasised 
that Muhammed told his 
followers he did not want 
co be put on a pedestal 'like 
Jesus'. Whether the Jesus 
reference was Muhamrned's 
or Armstrong's was unclear 
in the documentary. 

Hagiography was once 
an honourable genre. Its 
pracuuoners presented 
saints for our admira
tion and imitation. But the 
genre suffered a dimuni
tion in power when prac
titioners over-indulged in 
sentimentalities, forgetting 
that saints - Peter, Paul, 
Teresa of Avila, Patrick, 
Ignatius of Loyola, Damien 
the Leper, Mary McKillop 
are supremely people of 
fortitude, confronting a 
hard world. 

Intriguing to find on 
the iconoclastic ABC, a 
rare piece of hagiography. 
It was presented in two 
parts on Compass (October 

T
HE First Crusade was not_ 
a racial migration; it was 

something much more intellectual 
and dignified; a riot. In order to 
understand this religious war we 
must class it, not so much with 
the wars of history as with the 
revolutions of history. As I shall 
try to show briefly on a later page, 
it not only had all the peculiar 
good and the peculiar evil of 
things like the French Revolution 
or the Russian Revolution, but 
it was a more purely popular 
revolution than either of them. 

Perhaps tl1e second 
episode will show 
l\1uhammed's wish not be 
put on a pedestal fulfilled. 
In other words, less 
pedestal, more critique. 
Muhammed needs no 
cossetting. His fortitude 
changed his world. And 
some, using his name, aim 
tO to change a wider world 
even more radically. 

Book Worming 

The ABC, mimicking 
the BBC (without attribu
tion), has been running a 
favourite book poll. Various 
luminaries have duly held 
up their favourite book to 
encourage others to vote. 

Bur surely co vote for 
a single, favourite book is 
to mark yourself as a bit 
of a loon? Ten favourites, 

- C.K Chestenon, Tk.\'eu·Jmuakm. 

17 and 24) by Geraldine Doogue and was entitled 
Muhammed: Prophet, Soldier and Statesman. 

Nothing could be more timely. Bue the documen
tary was producd in America. Its cone was sch.malrzy, 
at odds with the tremendous nature of its subject. 
Nor was critical analysis offered on the congruence 
between the religious beliefs and practices of Jews 
and Christians with the later teachings of 'the last 
prophet'. He, the documentary made clear, could 
neither read nor write, but expounded to writers his 
revelation from God's messenger the angel Gabriel. 

No mention of Gabriel being God's earlier 
messenger to the Virgin Mary, delivering co her 
a proposal more astounding than any deliv
ered to Muhammed. Surely her free-will assent to 

maybe. £\·en a hundred. Bue one? Back co the Mark 
Latham Academy for Early Readers. 

Hope Ag'in Bloat 

There' been a changing of the guard at Castle 
Murdoch. Deborah Hope is no longer credited as 
editor of The Australian supplement Editor. Yet it 
has to be said that Hope and her launching team 
through brilliant selection, subbing and re-writing 
created a digest of news and views which if sold 
separately would destroy the weekend circulation 
of its parent plus all the bloated weekend editions 
in Australia. 
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THE AFTERLIFE 

Praised by the Lori Jesus Christ� 

HOLY IS HIS NAME 

IS guardian angel 
was most insistent. 
They were not to 

mistake him for 
the other Bernard, 

• the famous Abbot 
IIL___;IZ!tl...:. .. fiL___;!il of Clairvaux and a 
doctor of the Church. His saint was 
a simple priest, Bernadine, the 'ine', 
please, and he was of Siena. As a young 
man he had cared for the victims of the 
plague with great devotion and without 
any fear. So devoted he was that young 
men joined him in this apostolate. All 
the guardian angels of the sick praised 
his dedication. But his real vocation 
was not there. The angels were particu 
larly pleased that Bernadine from young 
hated indecent talk. They wanted him 
to be a patron saint for young people 

By ]AMES MUHREN MHM 

to help them grow up as modest boys 
and girls who tried hard to be pure in 
thought, word and deed. The guardian 
angel was very happy that Bernadine 

.. 
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had discovered a mighty tool to combat 
evil. On days of special solemnity in 
heaven the angels had permission to 
listen to some of Bernadine's sermons. 
He had developed into a very forceful 
and fiery preacher. And the power of his 
conviction lay in his deep devotion to 
the Most Holy ! ame of Jesus. Oh, how 
their hearts sang with joy when they 
beard Bemadine speak of the power of 
that Name. 

When Bernadine foresaw that his 
life on earth was coming to an end -
he was sixty four years of age - he went 
on preaching for fifty consecutive days. 
At last exhausted and totally spent he 
expired in the year of the Lord 1444. 
What a surprise met him when his 
guardian angel accompanied him into 
heaven! All the long way up cheering 

• 

·--------



Decrees of the Star Chamber 
y;,QR orders in printing. Sundry decrees and ordinances had been made and 
j_' published heretofore for repressing the enormities and abuses of divers contentious 
and disorderly persons professing the an or mystery of printing or selling of books. 'Yet 
notwithstanding the said abuses and enormities are nothing abated: but ... do rather 
daily more and more increase ... 'To bring about the speed and due reformation of 
the abuses and disorders aforesaid it was necessary that all persons 'using or professing 
the art, trade or mystery of printing or selling of books, should from henceforth be 
ruled and directed therein by some certain and known rules and ordinances which 
should be inviolably kept and observed, and the breakers and offenders of the same co 
be severely and sharply punished and corrected'. 

Therefore 
l. Every printer was to deliver a note of the number of his presses to the )1ascer and 

Wardens of the Stationers' Company and inform them of such other presses and other 
printing instruments hereafter co be erected or sec up from time to time. 

2. No printing 'of books, ballads, chartes, portraitures or any other thing or things 
whatsoever' co be alJowed save in the City of London and the suburbs a'Ild 'except one 
press at the University of Cambridge and one other press in the University of Oxford 
and no more'. Presses might not be set up 'in any secret or obscure corner or place' 
but in open places so that the wardens of the Stationers' Company could have ready 
access to them, 'to search for and view the same'. The penalty for 'offending in anything 
contrary to this article' was that the presses and type should be defaced and made 
unserviceable for printing for ever, and the printer imprisoned for a year and disabled 
for ever 'to keep any printing press or other instrument for printing, or to be master 
of any printing house, or to have any benefit thereby, other than only to work as a 
journeyman for wages'. 

- Under Etizabeth I. 1586. It remained in force until 1637. 

angels with an occasional archangel who 
was free of duty lined his path. They 
carried plaques of gold and silver with 
his very own monogram: 'IHS' repre
senting of course the most holy I ame: 
JESUS. All the rays of the suns and stars 
of heaven reflected and gljttered from 
these holy monograms and the choirs of 
heaven sang jn great harmony over and 
over again 'Jesus! Jesus! Jesus!' 

As Bemadine glided upwards to 
heaven, out came to meet him were 
Pope Urban IV and John XXII who 
granted indulgences to all who added 
the holy name of Jesus to the Hail Mary. 
Also those who genuflected when saying 
that Name received these special graces. 
After them came many popes who all 
promoted the reverent use of that most 
holy Name as a prayer of adoration and 
intercession. A big smile came on the 

face of the now blessed Bernadine when 
at the end of the row be discovered half 
hidden behind some angels the humble 
figure of the Russian pilgrim. He it 
was who spent all his life wal.k.ing from 
pilgrimage place to pilgrimage place 
tirelessly praying the Jesus Prayer: 'Lord 
Jesus Christ, Son of God, have mercy 
on me. I am a sinner.' And in the course 
of the day the prayer became shorter 
and shorter. Till he closed his eyes at 
night whispering: 'Jesus mercy!' How 
much Bernadine wanted all his friends 
everywhere to say this redeeming � 
prayer with great devotion and � 
fervour! · 

FATHER JAMES MUHREN is a Mill Hill Missionary 
who has devoted his life 10 working among the 
people of Borneo, principally in the Parish of St 
Mary in Sibu. He is now retired and living in 
Holland. 
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Piracy is No 

Joke! 
TI THILE everybody talks about 
VV digital piracy these days, piracy 

of the old-fashioned kind, which 
supposedly disappeared after the 
Napoleonic Wars, has been making a 
big comeback - and some fear d1at the 
worst is yet co come. There were 445 
attacks on ships around the world last 
year, compared with 370 in 2002 and 
106 in 1998. 1\venty-one seafarers 
were killed and 71 others listed as 
missing. The esti.mated cost to interna
tional trade in lost cargo and ships and 
higher insurance premiums now runs 
about $16 bilLion annually, according 
to the Asia Foundation. 

' 1inety-five percent of the world's 
cargo tra,·els by sea; observes Glass, 
author of llibes with Bags (1990). 'Yet 
no one, apart from ship owners, their 
crews, and insurers, appears to notice 
that pirates are assaulting shjps at a rate 
unprecedented since the glorious days 
when pirates were 'privateers' protcaed 
by their national governments: 

Piracy today is most common in 
waters where it flourished in the past: 
in the Bay of Bengal, in the Java and 
the South China seas, off the Horn of 
Africa, and in the Caribbean. Instead of 
Spanish galleons and the like, today's 
pirates prey on oil tankers and other 
merchant ships, then sell the captured 
cargo on the black market. Beyond 
national territorial waters, there are no 
laws and no police. 'Many countries 
lack the will or the resources co police 
even their own waters: says Glass. 

Owners of small vessels often can't 
afford some obvious protective meas
ures. such as sarellite•track..ing devices, 
closed-circuit cameras, and onboard 
security officers. 'Owners and trade 
unions discourage the arming of 
merchant ships in the belief that f tre 
arms will put crews' lives at  greater 
risl( Glass adds. 

Lax secu ricy opens the door to 
terrorist as well as pirates. Singapore 
would be one tempting target. Each 
day, some 200 ships, carrying more 
than half the world's oil exports and 
a quarter of all its cargo, pass through 
the island state's port and refinery. 
Terrorists who seized an oil tanker and 
steered it at full speed into the port 
could cause tens of thousands of casu
alties and cripple the port's operation 
for years. And che economic impact 
would shake the globe. 

- 11,e Wilson Quarterly, Spring 2004 
discussing Toe New Piracy' by Charles 
Glass, reviewed in The London Review of 

80Qk(Dec. 18, 2003). 



lraqs future as a tolerant, democratic nation is at stake 

CANARY IN A COAL MINE 

lllJNDREDS of Middle Eastern-American 
llChristians gathered in Washington earlier 
this month to discuss events in their former 
homelands. 

Iraqi-American Christians - or 'ChaldoAssyrian 
Americans: as they now prefer co be called, in 
recognition of the new solidarity between their 
Chaldean and Assyrian churches - came to the 
Washington summit in full force. Numbering 

By NINA SHEA 

about half a million in the United States, they 
are both exhilarated and apprehensive. They 
are exhilarated because America liberated Iraq 
after 35 years of tyranny. For the first time in that 
country's modern history, the ChaldoAssyrians 
are now explicitly recognized and given full rights 
as citizens under its basic law, the Transitional 
Administrative Law adopted under Coalition 
auspices last spring. At the same time, they are 

ANNALS CROSSWORD No. 26 

ACROSS CLUES 

1. Father of Isaac (7) 
5. Wife of Jacob (6) 

10. To praise highly in �eech a person 
recently deceased (l!) 

11. A member of the clergy (6) 
12. Meeting of cardinals to elect a pope (8) 
13. To dress (a person) (6) 
15. A member of an order of friars (10) 
19. Spectre (10) 
23. To steal (6) 
24. Healine; pool (John 5:2) (8) 
25. Dom.irucans, Carrnelites,etc (6) 
26. Indolence (8) 
27. Most recent (6) 
28. One who denies the existence of God 

(7) 

DOWN CLUES 
2. To have a proper or usual place (6) 
3 .  Seraphims (6) 
4 .  Solemnly assert (IO) 
6 .  A song of praise to God (8) 
7. Dissenters (8) 
8 .  Church reading desks or supports 

(8) 
9. Freedom from strife (5) 

14. Lacking respect for others beliefs 
(10) 

J 6. Steadfast in one's religious 
convictions (8) 

17. One who expects the best (8) 
J 8. A Book of the Old Testament (8) 
20. Place of worship associated with a 

saint (6) 
21. Any property owned by a person (6) 
22. Not m accordance with tl1e u·uth; 

artificial (5) 
SOLUTION TO NO. 25 
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apprehensive about the shore-term survival of 
their community, citing church reports that due 
to terrorist attacks targeting the ChaldoAssyrian 
Christian community, as many as 40,000 of them 
have fled in me past two months. 

Iraq's Christians have long been a persecuted 
and marginalized religious and ethnic minority. 
In 1977, Hussein eliminated the Chaldeans and 
Assyrians from tile census, forcing them to register 
as eilher Kurds or Arabs. Such attacks and relent
less discrimination between the 1960s and the fall 
of Hussein regime drove a full half of Iraq's indig
enous Christians into me diaspora. 

An estimated 800,000 ChaldoAssyrians 
remain in Iraq and constitute the country's largest 
non-Muslim minority. They have found the last 
two months especially traumatic. On Tuesday, 
according co the Catholic press outlet, Fides, 
Islamic fanatics broke into a Chaldean Catholic 
home nea.r Mosul and kiJ.led a ten-year-old boy 
while shouting, 'We've come to exterminate 
you. This is the end for you Christiansf In p1ior 
weeks, ChaldoAssyrian workers were murdered 
for 'collaborating' with tile United States. Three 
others were kidnapped and belleaded. Christian 
girls were assaulted wiili acid for not wearing 
the veil. A Chaldean Catholic priest was forced 
at gunpoint in his church to convert to Islam. 
Christian homes were targeted by mortar attacks 
that killed and injured children sleeping in their 
beds. 

The ChaldoAssyrians form one of the most 
politically modem, skilled, and educated commu
nities in Iraq today An exodus of tllese Christians 
would substantially reduce Iraq's prospects of 
developing as a pluralistic and democratic socieiy. 
Their leaving would be not only a 'brain drain' 
but a 'sane drain' as well Without a sizeable non
Muslim minority, moderate Muslims who want 
to keep religion out of government - Iraq's silem 
majority - will encounter far greatei· intimidation 
in raising their voices against the imposition of 
medieval Islamic law, favored by Iranian-backed 
parties and clerics. 

The ChaldoAssyrians are tile canaries in the 
coal mine for the greater Middle East as well. 
The extent to which they are tolerated in the new 
Iraq is being watched closely by the Maron.ires 
of Lebanon, the Copts of Egypt, and othei· non
Muslim populations of lhe region. 

1l1e next few months will be critical as tl1e 
Iraqi people undertake a census, elections, and 
the drafting of a permanent constitution. TI1e 
State Department cannot afford to be indifferent 
to tile persecution facing the ChaldoAssyrian reli
gious minoriiy. Doing so risks the demise of one 
of Iraq's - indeed the world's - most ancient 
cultures, and it w1dercucs President Bush's goal of 
building a more tolerant, democratic Iraq. 
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Zelary 
The evil force of Naziism was such 

that only now are some of the stories 
of those grieviously affected being told, 
ironically because Naziism's one-time 
ally Soviet Communism was not cele
brated for free expression. 

Director Ondrej Trojan's film is 
based on rrue events. It cells the story of 
Eliska (Ana Geislerova), a nurse, forced 
to leave wartime Prague when her 
resistance network comes under pres
sure from the Gestapo. She is guided 
to safety by Joza (Gyorgy Cserhalmi), 
a patient whose life she saved with a 
blood transfusion. 

Geislerova and Cserhalmi bring 
out the profound strangeness of the 
pairing; she siim, elegant but tough
minded; he hulking, monosyllabic, awed 
by her beauty yet protective, making a 
hazardous journey to find refuge among 
the peasants of his native village, seem
ingly remote from war. To give her a 
new identity, they go through a form 
of marriage, aided by the local parish 
priest. 

How the form is gradually changed 
by love is the film's main theme. But 
how long can their remote idyll last? 
Trojan's answer is in the advance of 
Soviet forces into Czechoslovakia. It is 
not an idyllic one. 

MA 15+ NFFV ***** 

Two Brothers 
The brothers are Sumatran tigers. 

Guy Pearce is ranged against them as 
an intrepid hunter-cum-temple robber, 
a kind of mix of Rider Haggard's 
Alan Quartermain and France's Andre 
Malraux. 

Pearce, the Melbourne Tiger, 
risks lockjaw attempting to match the 
Sumatrans by jutting his chin and 
flexing his cheek muscles. 

Directed by Jean-Jacques Annaud, 
the movie is set in a version of French 
colonial Indo-China (locations Thailand 
and Cambodia). The storyline has the 
tigers separated at cubhood, one to a 
circus, the other to a household. They 
grow to adulthood and are re-united 
in a blazing finish. Hollywood should 
break out a special, animal Oscar for 
their performances. 

PG SFFV ***** 

ANNALS MOVIES 

By ]AMES MURRAY 

The Notebook 
Director Nick Cassavetes and script

writer Jan Sardi (working from the 
novel by Nicholas Sparks) create a past 
America where, whatever the weather, 
the icecream sundaes always rise. 

Cassavetes counterpoints love stories: 
Young, rich, summer visitor Allie (Rachel 
McAdams) and local timber worker 
Noah (Ryan Gosling); old nursing home 
resident (James Garner) who reads to a 
fellow resident (Gena Rowlands), coming 
and going on Alzheimer tides. With apol
ogies to the late Anthony Powell, this is a 
beautiful quadrille to the music of time. 
The players move measure for measure 
to its intricacies. Rowlands (wife of John 
Cassaveces, mother of ick) is a treasure, 
a player of marvellous subtlety. Garner is 
still a ham but matured. hickory smoked 
to perfection. Gosling nails che kind of 
kid who could have gone co the bad but 
for a dazzling encounter. McAdams? In 
the encounter, she has enough dazzle for 
a dozen Christmas trees. 

Sure, the story is sunnyside up. Like 
the darker Sea Biscuit, it takes us back 
into the America portrayed on the front 
covers and in the fiction ($35,000 a 
pop) of the Saturday Evening Post, now 
defunct, destroyed by television which 
admittedly back then was better than 
the cheap, generic garbage known as 
Reality TV. 

PG SFFV ***** 

Ella Enchanted 
Romantic fantasy which mixes ancient 

and modern with spellbinding (sorry) 
effect. At birth, Ella (Anne Hathaway) 
is given the gift of perfect obedience. 
Her mother dies. Enter Dame Olga 
(Joanna Lumley) to marry Elia's father 
(Patrick Bergin) and bringing with her 
two daughters Hattie (Lucy Punch) 
and Olive (Jennifer Higham) as Ella's 
rivals for Prince Char (Hugh Dancy). 
Naturally and nastilly, they use Ella's 
gift against her. 

Hathaway does have a way with her 
and even contrives to out-act Lumley at 
her most Ah Fab. Obviously, it's a vari
ation on Cinderella. No need, therefore, 
to conceal or reveal the denouement. 

PG SFFV ***** 
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Maria Full of Grace 
Movies about drug taking and drug 

trafficking multiply like used needles in 
city gutters and back streets. This one by 
writer/director Joshua Marston takes us to 
the start of the supply chain in Colombia. 
He shows us the kind of circumstances 
that impell people, not to taking, but to 
trafficking, risking their lives as 'mules' by 
swallowing tape-wrapped drugs and carry 
them into the United Scates. 

Marscon's research into the detail 
gives his film a documentary authen
ticity. His casting of Catalina Sandino 
Moreno as the teenage Maria trans
mutes documentary into drama of the 
highest quality as Maria and her friend 
Juana (Virgina Ariza) find themselves in 
hazardous situations which make their 
payment look like petty cash. 

This is a visit to a world below the 
headlines where people take desperate 
seeps and then hope against hope. 

MA 15+ NFFV ***** 

Stage Beauty 
Director Richard Eyre and script 

writer Jeffrey Hatcher balance their 
romantic drama on a diamond of 
research. In the 1660s, the diarist 
Samuel Pepys said the most beau
tiful woman on the London stage was 
Kynaston. That Kynaston's first name 
was Ned and that he was a bi-sexual 
only adds co Pepys claim to be the 
father of all gossip mongers. 

Kynaston (Billy Crudup) plays 
women because chat is the law of 
the land. J ot until Charles II (Rupert 
Everett) changes che law, with a little 
urging from his mistress Nell Gwynn 
(Zoe Tapper), do women get the 
chance to play Shakespeare's great roles, 
Desdemona, Lady Macbeth and Juliet. 

The changeover is epitomised in 
Kynaston's dresser Maria (Claire Danes) 
who knows all the lines and takes her 
chances. This sees up a desparace rivalry 
when she rises and he falls. But can she 
rise co Kynaston's heights? The answer 
is in desparation turning to passion. And 
Crudup and Danes bring so much to this 
aspeet of their roles they could be accused 
of starting the Great Fire of London. 

The locations combine sets with 
the Royal Taval College, Greenwich, 
and Hampton Court Palace to create 
a London that is cruel and raw yet 
bustling with life. 

MA 15 + NFFV ***** 
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Ln My Father's Den 

Umer director Brad McCann creates 
a compelling piece of gothic. Paul 
')Ianhew Mcfadyen), celebrated camer
aman, returns for his father's funeral in 
:'.\ew Zealand to trigger a series of family 
revelations which reach a devastat
ingly unpredictable climax. MacFadyen 
acts with the gritty, nervy tension of a 
man facing domestic horrors more fear 
some than those he has depicted in war 
zones. 

Miranda Otto, as his sister-in
law, achieves a forlorn endurance, her 
natural beauty reduced to nondescript. 
Neophyte Emily Barclay plays Celia, the 
daughter the war-lover did not know he 
had. Hers is acting as natural and light 
as breathing. Yet steely enough to hold 
the movie together. 

MA 15 + NFFV ***** 

Surviving Christmas 

Ingenious plot: hotshot advertising 
man with expenses so high he can 
afford to pay a family to cake him into 
his old home to re-create the fantasy 
Christmases he didn't have as a child. 
Ben Affleck brings to the adman a 
frantic exuberance. James Gandolfini, 
as his reluctant host, is inevitably more 
Sopranos mafia capo than suburban Dad. 
Catherine O'Hara does a lovely turn as 
his wife. And Christine Applegate plays 
the daughter initially resentful of the 
intruder. But can she resist Affleck, fran
ticaUy seeking a hit? 

Director Mike Mitchell maintains a 
sharp balance between jokiness and 
sentiment. He even has the courtesy 
to include the original inspiration for 
his movie: a hilarious stage version of 
Charles Dickens's A Cl1ristmas Carol 

GSFFV***** 

Sky Captain and the World 
of Tomorrow 

Comic-book movie version of the 
future realised in the colours of a steel 
engraving. Weird flying machines and 
monster robots threaten the world as 
famous scientists disappear. And only 
one man can save it, Sky Captain (Jude 
Law) flying what at first appears to be 
an antique Spitfire. But that is not to 
reckon with Dex (Giovanni Ribisi) his 
genius mechanic. 

At first Sky Captain is hindered 
by reporter Polly Perkins (Gwyneth 

Official 
Classifications key 

G: for general exhibition; PG: 

parental guidance recommended 

for persons under 15 years; 

M 15+: recommended for mature 

audiences 15 years and over; MA 15+: 

restrictions apply to persons under 

the age of 15; R 18+: Restricted to 

adults, 18 years and over. 

Annals supplementary 
advice 

SFFV: Suitable For Family Viewing; 

NFFV: Not For FamilyViewing. 

Paltrow). But she realises that's no way 
to behave when the eye-patched Franky 
Cook (Angelina Jolie) intervenes. Will 
it all turn into Polly versus Franky? Not 
quite. Hokum of a hi-tech, high decibel 
order directed by Kerry Conran. If 
you take children, provide ear-plugs or 
substitute popcorn. 

PG SFFV ***** 

Outfoxed: Rupert Murdoch's 

War on Journalism 

This documentary, produced and 
directed by Robert Greenwald, is a 
battle of the talking heads: those of Fox 
News in America and those of its critics, 
a battle between the razzle-dazzle 
harangues of the Fox pundits and the 
only slightly less emphatic comments of 
its opponents, seeking to validate the 
hyperbole of the subtitle. 

Outstanding on the Fox side is Bill 
O'Reilly, an Irish-American who has not 
been content to kiss the Blarney Stone. 
He has taken a chunk of it and uses it to 
thump opponents. 

Perhaps the most compelling cr i t 
ical evidence offered are the orders of 
the day from on high, telling the troops 
what the main news point is. Here two 
comments should have been made. 
Normally news goes up. And historically 
memos are not Rupert Murdoch's style. 
He makes his views known and they 
permeate the atmosphere like benign 
zephyrs. 

The memos appear to have been 
introduced by chief executive Roger 
Ailes, a former White House minder of 
Ronald Reagan and other Republican 
luminaries. The critics suggest the 
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memos seek to turn reporters into appa
ratchiki on a propaganda machine. It's 
a point that might be taken by any 
Australian government body consid
ering granting Rupert Murdoch a free
to-air licence . 

One critical talking head remarks: 'If 
we're not careful, there'll be a Rupert 
nr Funny. Americans invented monar
chical numbering for commoners. Surely 
we're not looking at xenophobia in the 
shadow of the Statue of Liberty? And 
Rupert III is a stretch. No other human 
being could so heroically service the 
debts, Rupert Murdoch, poor guy, has 
been servicing for half a century. 

PG SFFV ***** 

Ladder 49 

Although set in Baltimore, this 
romantic thriller is essentially a tribute 
to the heroic endeavours of New York's 
firemen in the immediate aftermath of 
the 9/1 l atrocity. Director Jay Russell 
(script Lewis Golick) does not settle 
for a straight-ahead narrative. He risks 
a series of flashbacks in the midst of a 
particularly fearsome blaze, flashbacks 
that alternate the blokey atmosphere of 
the station house and fire fighting with 
the domestic life of the firemen. 

The approach works because of 
Joaquin Phoenix's performance as fire
fighter Jack Morrison, a perform
ance that mixes st0icism at work with 
a laconic sensitivity in his dealings with 
his wife Linda (Jacinda Barrett). 

John Travolta comes on as veteran 
fire chief Mike Kennedy. The movie 
makes notable use of the Catholic back
ground of the firefighters. 

M 15+ NFFV ***** 

Open Water 

Director/writer/ editor Chris Kentis 
has not made a smooth movie. Indeed it 
is choppy in every sense, given that he 
shot it on a low budget using a hand
held digital camera. Nonetheless it does 
convey with visceral force the plight of 
two scuba divers Daniel (Daniel Travis) 
and Susan (Blanchard Ryan) left to fend 
for themselves in a wide, wide sea when 
their charter boat leaves them behind 
by mistake. 

The story-line echoes the case of the 
American couple left in Queensland 
waters. But Kentis takes care to distance 
his story from them by setting it in an 
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unnamed West Indies location. And he 
further intensifies matters by keeping 
the movie to a tight 79 minutes of 
running time. 

Travis and Ryan make a compelling 
transition from busy-busy, upwardly 
mobile couple to castaways in strange 
waters where sharks are their only 
company. 

M 15+ NFFV ***** 

Shark Tale 

In Mario Puzo's original Godfather 
the mafia went to the mattresses. In this 
computerised cartoon they go under
seas as sharks. Their boss is Don Lino 
(voice: Robert De Niro) whose major 
problem is not cornering the market in 
mackerel but that his son Lenny (voice: 
Jack Black) is a vegetarian. 

He is befriended by the reef fish 
Oscar (voice: Will Smith) who works 
at the local Whale Wash. The shoal 
of actors who lend their voices also 
includes Renee Zellweger as an angel 
fish and Angelina Jolie as a lion fish/ 
dragon fish. 

G SFFV ***** 

Ricordati di Me 
(Remember Me) 

Hard to think of anyone forgetting 
Laura Morante. But this is an Italian 
family drama where Morante is cast 
as Mum. And her husband (Fabrizio 
Bentivoglio) runs into an amnesia
inducing old flame played by Monica 
Bellucci. 

Writer/director Gabriele Muccino 
has already cast a cool eye on the Italian 
middle-class in The Last Kiss. She is 
equally cool here with perhaps more 
stiletto as the eternal triangle forms 
and disintegrates when the husband is 
hospitalised 

Naturally his wife, all tenderness and 
concern, is at his bedside to help him 
regain his health. And they live happily 
ever after? Not exactly. It is an Italian 
movie Or more exactly Muccino has 
created an Italian variation on Mills and 
Boon by adding a twist of literary lemon 
and a drop of bitters to the mix. 

M 15+ NFFV ***** 

Anacondas: The Hunt for 
the Blood Orchid 

The reptiles are such shockingly 
credible actors that it would have been 

too much if the humans matched them. 
As it is, while the reptiles writhe with 
computerised conviction, the perform
ances of the humans range from teak to 
ply-wood. 

The latter is also the main material 
of the ramshackle boat that takes them 
upriver in Borneo during the rainy 
seasons in search of the rare-flowering 
blood orchid, reputed to have the kind 
of life prolonging ingredient pharma
ceutical companies lust after. 

Neat irony. Few lives are left after 
the reptiles have their fill of a case iliac 
includes Matthew Marsden, K.aDee 
Strickland and Johnny Mesmer. 

M 15+ :\"'FIT._..,......,""" 

Shaun of the Dead 

Romantic comedy \\;th zombies. 
Unprecedented. Xoc quite. Bo!:, Hope 
and Paulene Goddard confronted 
zombies in the Ou and� Ca,cry la..q 
cenrury (1939 ro be exza:). Bm .-rrite. 
director Edgar V.'righi:e dfon: i.: il!Ore 

blood bolcered aod � orer-wirh 
bad taste. 

Funny? Affinnacive. doe ,o the cast. 

led by co-writer imon � as ~t=m 
whose downward mobilrcy in LosJdoo 
suburbia is gradually dism.rbed � me 
advent of cannibalistic zombies. �E 
makes an art form of deadpan IlOildia
lance turning to panic as cbe zombies 
multiply. 

What to do? Initially Pegg and the 
rest of the cast which includes Dylan 
(Black Books) Moran, ick Frost and 
Lucy Davis, simply mug like mad. Luer 
they rely on those weapons of indi
vidual destruction: the cricket bat and 
the golf-club and, finally, a Winchester 
'73, the gun that won the West b°' 
seems of little use in the East. 

MA 15+ NFFV ***** 

Vanity Fair 

Odd one. Not that this movie version 
of WM Thackery's masterpiece isn't 
well produced and played. But it was 
done better by BBC television relatively 
recently. Perhaps it was the costumes. 
The BBC now has such a vast store of 
them, they can be hired cheaply which 
is good for budget. 

Less cynically it may have been 
the attraction of letting Reese 
Witherspoon loose on Becky Sharp, 
a character who could've been the 
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great-great-grandma of Witherspoon's 
lawyer in Legally Blonde. 

As it turns out, Witherspoon domi
nates the movie (impeccable accent 
and timing), despite such performers as 
Eileen Atkins (so wittily formidable she 
must be descended from the original 
Tommy of that ilk) and Bob Hoskins 
(all whiskers, belches and no morals). 

Director Mira Nair makes sumptuous 
use of the novel's Indian elements. 
Gabriel Byrne is damnably sinister as 
the Marquess of Steyne, one of Becky's 
patrons. Rhys Ifans, however, is miscast 
as �1ajor Dobbins, faithful suitor of 
Becky's friend Amelia (Romola Garai). 
lfaos is a comic in the line of Buster 
Keaton. When he looks doleful, you've 
gOl co laugh. 

The movie's other weakness is in the 
script. Accor/writer/authority on toffs 
Julian Fellowes was hired to tweek the 
original script by Matthew Faulk and 
�lark keet. Somehow or other, Becky 
becomes a prow-feminist with a softer 
;:ide. urely not the work of Fellowes 
'°-ho must know arrivistes have to be 
rough cookies? 

PG SFFV ***** 

Alien Vs Predator 

Direaor Paul Anderson re-engineers 
m-o of die Hollywood faetory's mechan
iczl hits and descroys what little plausi
bility die)· have left. 

�I 15+ FFV ***** 

Cat Woman 

l5 there a Curse of the Oscar winner? 
Ii 00t, what is Oscar-winner Halle Berry 
dOUJE in the black-strap licorice suit and 
dopey plot of this franchise movie? If 
it were 001 so bad, it would make a cat 
laugh. 

M 15+ NFFV **** 

Fooroote: The Pa.ssion of the Christ 
produced and directed by Mel Gibson, 
graduate of NIDA, has so far not 
received a nomination in any of the local 
awards. Your reviewer puts it on record 
that as a member of che Film Critics 
Circle of Australia he nominated it as 
besc foreign language film. He admits 
to prejudice. His Latin is rusty. His 
Aramaic, apart from a couple of world
shaking sentences, non-existent. But he 
a sticks with his opinion: The Passion is a 
masterpiece, flawed but not by vanity. 
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A Prayer 

to His 

Sweetest Lord 

NEVER weather-beaten sail 

more willing bent to shore, 

Never tired pilgrim's limbs 

affected slumber more, 

Than my wearied spright1 

now longs to fly, 

out of my troubled breast: 

0 come quickly, sweetest Lord, 

and take my soul to rest. 

EVER-BLOOMING are the joys 

of Heaven's high Paradise, 

Cold age <leafs not there our ears, 

nor vapour dims our eyes: 

Glory there the sun outshines, 

whose beams the blessed only see: 

0 come quickly, glorious Lord, 

and raise my spright to thee. 

-Thomas Campion [died 1619). 

I. Spright: archaic fonn of 'spirit� 
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CATHOLIC HISTORY 

St Martina by the Mamertine Priron in Rome 

A SISTER SAINT TO STS AGNES 

AND EMERENTIAl�A 

l'!;'.'litr.;,n..---,;�-� LL visitors to 
Rome marvel at 

• the extraordinary 
column standing 
to the left of the 
P iazza Venezia 

�-���e..L� as you face the 
Colosseum. The Romans caJJed it the 
Colum:na Coduis, the 'Column of the Shell: 
because the winding stairs imide it are 
designed like the inside of a shell, enabling 
people to go up and down without passing 
one another. It was erected in 114 AD in 
honour of the emperor 'lhijan and to show 
the original height of the new forum on 
the south-west ridge of the Quirinal Hill 
before 'lrajan levelled it. The earth was 
fo1merly 140 feet high. like the column. 

What is usually today called the Roman 
Forum is really the old Forum, and 'lhijan's 
forum hes neglected by visitors despite the 
intrinsic interest and beauty of much of its 
remains. 

Visitors to the Colosseum who walk 
back t◊wards the Capitol Hill will pass 

By PAUL STENHOUSE, MSC PI-ill 

the beautiful Basilica of Cosmas and 

Damian, built on the remains of a Temple 
to Romulus, the son of the emperor 
Maxentius defeated by Constantine in 
312AD. In it there is a famous permanent 
crib with hundreds of figures carved by 
Neapolitan artists. 

Continuing on you pass the remains 
of a little Memorial Shrine erected by the 
citizens of Tarsus. The people of St Paul's 
home town seemingly erected this shrine 
not in honour of their most famous son 
whose martyred remains lie under the 
High Altar in the Basilica named in his 
honour on the Ostian Way, but to honour 
the emperor Gordian the Yom1ger. 

Like so many inscriptions this one 
says more about the donors than it does 
about the person being honoured. Tarsus 
is described as 'the most excellent., the 
largest, the most beautiful metropolis of 
these Provinces'. Perhaps St Paul would 
have agreed, but Gordian the Younger 
might have wished for more to be said 
about him. 
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Opposite the Mamertine Prison which 
Li\�, (59BC-17AD] says was built by 
Anws )larrius the fourth king of Rome in 
640 BC and in whose lower dungeons Sts 
Peter and Paul were cast for some eight or 
nine months during the persecutions of 
Nero (65/66AD], is the beautiful Church 
dedicated t0 Saint Martina, one of the 
pacron saints of Rome. 

During a persecution of Christians 
under Alexander Severus [222-235AD] 
this young girl was condemned to death 
for refusing t◊ offer worship to the 
gods Apollo and Artemis. After being 
scourged, and torn with sharp weapons 
shaped like an animars claw [ungulis] 
she was exposed to a Lion in the Flavian 
Amphitheatre. According co the account 
of her manyrdom, the lion was huge [!eo 

immamssimus], and usuaUy ate up to 40 
lbs of meat and 28 lbs of clean bread 
every day. Even though it hadn't been fed 
for three days it refused to touch her, so 
she was beheaded by command of the 
emperor on January 1, 228AD. Her body 

• 
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was placed in an alabaster um, and buried 
in a field called Mirabilis 'a very beautiful 
place: 

Thi field, judging from the account 
of her death, was along tl1e Via Ostia and 
at some unstated time• ilie remains were 
brought back to Rome and placed in some 
pan of ilie little chapel built in her honow· 
near ilie Mamertine Prison. The Romans 
would gather around this chapel on ilie 
first day of January [her feast day] - a 
custom that was observed from ilie earliest 
times until well into ilie Renaissance. 

111e site in ilie Forum where ilie chapel 
was built to house her remains had orig
nally been part of ilie complex of build
ings that housed ilie Secretarium Senatu,, 
ilie Secretariat of ilie Roman Senate.2The 
Secretarium and the Curia of the Senate 
[now the Church of St Adrian] were 
linked by a Portico. 

A thousand years later, on the 25th 
of October 1634, in a remarkably well 
attested way, her remains were found, 
along wiili iliose of Sts Concordius and 
Epiphanius. Pierro da Cortona, Prefect 
of the Academy of Painters had been 
entrusted by Pope Urban VIII wiili ilie 
task of restoring the chapel which had 
fallen into disrepair. About JO feet from 
ilie altar, digging into the ground he 
found a pare of ilie original foundations, 
and when he broke ilirough it, inside was 
a casket 

Pietro immediately stopped work and 
notified Cardinal Franceso Barberini, the 
Protector of the Chapel who ordered mat 
the Papal Vicar, Cardinal Cinetto be told. 
111ree priests along with artists and archi
tects were sent by the Cardinal Vicar to 
inspect the casket which was made of 
ter.ra-cotta. It was 6'10" long, 2'2" wide 
and l '6" high. It was lying facing west
east 

At the head of me casket on me west 
side, lay the railier tiny [non admodum 
crassa] head of the saint on a gold paten 
l '2" long and 2" deep. On a terra-cotta 
tablet alongside me casket was inscribed 
ilie words: + Hie Requiescunt corpora 
Sanctorum Martyrum JJ1artinae, Concordii 
et Epipl1anii cum socio eornm + 'Here lie 
the bodies of ilie holy martyrs Martina, 

Concordius and Epiphanius and their 
companion'. Tlu·ee bodies only lay in me 
casket: two were intact, while the third, 
that of a young girl, lacked a head• 

The present church was built by 
Cardinal Francesco Barberini, and Pierro 
da Cortona, the discoverer of ilie saint's 

Child 
prodigies 

A
related phenomenon is the 

dazzling multitude of infant 

prodigies among scientists: for 
every Mozart there are about three 

Pascals, Maxwells, Edisons. To quote 

only a few examples; the greatest 
Renaissance astronomer before 
Copernicus Johann Mueller from 

Koenigsberg, called Regiomontanus 

(1436-1476); published at the age 

of twelve the best astronomical year 
book for 1448; was asked at fifteen 

by the Emperor Frederick III to case 
a horoscope for the imperial bride; 

went to the University of Leipzig 
when he was eleven, and at seven
teen enjoyed European fame; he died 
at forty . Pascal had laid the foun
dations for the modern treatment of 
conic actions before he was sixteen. 
Jeremiah Horrocks ( 1619-164 l) 
applied Kepler's laws to the orbit 

of the moon and made other forms 
mental contributions to astronomy 
before his death at the age of twenty
one. Evariste Galois (1811-1832), one 
of the many outstanding geniuses in 
the history of mathematics, was killed 
in a duel at the age of twenty-one. The 
notes which he left behind amount 
to no more than sixty pages of his 

'colJected' works; but those sixty pages 
inaugurated a new epoch in the theory 
of equations, and 'contain more math

ematics than is to be found in some 

libraries crammed with books bearing 

matheroati.caJ titles. 
- Arthur Koestler, The Act ofCreatwn, 

London, Pan Books, 1964. 
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remains, built and paid out of his own 
pocket for the chapel of St Ma1tina. When 
he died he endowed it wiili his whole 
fonune. He painted the altar piece which 
shows me temple of Apollo where she was 
led to offer sacrifice, struck by lightning 
and destroyed 

111e subterranean church also contains 
the tomb of St Caudentius, the Christian 
architect thought to have been ilie 
designer and builder of ilie Colosseum in 
which he was put to deaili. An inscription 
bearing his name was found in the cata
comb of Sts Agnes and Emerentiana on 
me Via Nomentana 

There are many mysteries surrounding 
St Martina. The account of her martyrdom 
is substantially the same as that of Sts 
Tatiana and Prisca. Tatiana also died under 
Alexander Severus in 230AD. Nothing 
is known of the Epipbanius mentioned 
on the inscription. 111e Concordius 
buried wiili her seems to have been the 
subdeacon put to deaili in l 75AD at 
Spoleto under Marcus Aurelius. Their 
feast days were celebrated originally on 
January 1. St Martina is commemorated 
also on January 30. Who was the socius or 
'companion' referred to on me inscription 
found with tl1e casket? 

In the Middle Ages the Pope would 
come tO the Church of St Martina to bless 
d1e candles for ilie feast of Candlemas [ the 
Presentation of our Lord in ilie Temple] 
on February 2. A procession would ilien 
be formed, to go to ilie Basilica of Santa 
Maria Maggiore where me Mass would be 
celebrated. These are the blessed candles 
that are still used for the blessing of the 
iliroat on the feast of St Blaise, Febrnary 3. 

Pope Sixtus V gave ilie Church of St 
Martina to the anists of Rome and for that 
reason it is sometimes called St Martina 
and St Luke. Many painters, sculptors, 
architects, archaeologists and lovers of ilie 
fine arts are buried there. 

Pilgrims should pause a while as they 
walk ilirough the Old Forum, and ask the 
gentle young Roman maiden, St Martina, 
to pray for them. If they can find 

� time to visit her tomb and that 
of her companions, iliey will be ·. blessed. 

1. '[be first mention of this chapel is in the time of Ha.daian T 
who was l\>pe fro,n n 2 .  795. 

2. ·1rus i, known from a plaque from the time of the Pref ea 
Epiphanius (407ADJ oommemorating ,he work of the 
Secretariat of the Sc,unc. 

3. See Acta Sanaon.in, Joa noes Bollandus, ed. I 863. Paris. 
vol J part I January 1, pp.JJ.)9 'De Sancta Martina 
VtrS-ne Rorn.ana Man-yre.' espc<'ially the account of the 
diseovery of the body on pp.H>•I 9 'lnventio S .  Martinae'. 
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New Book release by Marist Father Paul Glynn 

'' The Wayside Stream - Reconciliation'' 
All proceeds to help the suffering Church in Sudan 

Forgiveness is the theme that runs through the latest book, 
The Wayside Stream by the prolific author Fr Paul Glynn. 
The book is a collection of stories about people who experienced reconciliation. 
Some of them had been deeply hurt and thought they could never forgive, or 
come to peaceful terms with the wounds. with the injustice of it all. 
They tell how they approached the problem. were helped to overcome it, and 
speak of the great peace and new freedom they experienced . 
Fr Paul - the author of the best seller "A Song for Nagasaki" - tells about the 
terrorist who said sorry, the padre \\ ho hated, the Kamikaze, previously 
unpublished facts on the atom bomb that wiped out Hiroshima and Nagasaki, 
the horror jailing of the Archbishop of Saigon, the New Guinea execution of 
a Japanese Christian in\ oh ing a oldier-ambulanceman from Bonalbo ..... . 
and much more. 
Even the cynics \\·ho read the book will 
recognise themseh·es in it and find 
enlightenment in the kno\\ ledge that there 
is a way to lift the weight off shoulders -

forgiveness. 

W
e especially thank those who buy Fr Paul's book which costs S10.00 and who 
give an additional charity donation* to help the persec111ed Church in Sudan. 
A complimenta,y pair of the Vatican Rosa,y beads blessed by Pope John Paul 

T/ will be given to all those who can give an additional donation to help this essential 
work. Please tick the box below if you would like to receive the Papal Rosary beads. 

Order Form: " The Wayside Stream - Reconciliation" by Fr Paul Glynn � 
Send to: Aid to the Church in Need, PO Box 6245 Blacktown DC NSW 2148 � 
Phone/Fax No: (02) 9679-1929 E-mail: info@aidtochurcb.org Web: www.aidtochurcb.org 

Please send me: Payment method: D Cheque/money order enclosed 

Number Amount OR Please debit my credit card 

The Wayside Stream ($10) . . . . . . . D Bankcard D Visa D Mastercard 

��:r�� ;�n������;��:a
a
:;

aging 
: : : : : : : I I I I II I I I II I I I II I I I I 

Total enclosed ...... . 

D Please send me the Vatican Rosary beads* 

The publishers Marist Fathers have kindly allowed Aid to 
the Church in Need (ACN) to distribute Fr Glynn's book 
with all proceeds going to help the missionary projects 
of ACN in Sudan. 
ACN is an international Catholic charity dependent on the Holy 
See, supporting the faithful in countries where the Church is 
poor or persecuted. 

Signature ......................... Exp Date .. ./ .. . 
BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE 

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Sr/Fr: ......... ......................... . 
Address ............... . .......................... . 
.................................. Postcode ...... . 

Ph: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . email: ....................... . 
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